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1 .O INTRODUCTION 

Scope 

This Washington Closure Hanford (WCH) science and technology (S&T) plan documents the 
activities associated with providing S&T support to the River Corridor Closure (RCC) Project for 
fiscal year 2006 (FY06). The S&T plan is updated periodically to reflect changes in the status of 
S&T activities and updates of other documents referenced in the plan. 

The goal of the activities identified in this plan is to ensure that the best available technologies 
are used on the RCC Project. A variety of organizations within the RCC Project are involved in 
S&T activities. The WCH Technology Application Group coordinates many of these S&T 
activities and is responsible for preparing and updating this S&T plan. The S&T plan contains 
documentation of S&T activities and provides a discussion of the approach for accomplishing 
S&T activities by the RCC Project. 

Background 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Richland Operations Office developed a “Hanford 
cleanup vision,” which includes a three-step approach. The vision calls for (1) completing 
restoration of the River Corridor by 2012; (2) completing the first steps in transitioning the 
Central Plateau from ongoing waste storage activities to more active waste treatment, storage, 
and disposal operations; and (3) preparing the Hanford Site for the long-term surveillance and 
transition mission, other DOE missions, and public and private land uses. The vision calls for 
emphasis on maintaining or accelerating the River Corridor restoration in order to complete 
cleanup activities as soon as possible and within current funding, technical, and costkchedule 
constraints. Four key strategies have been identified as necessary to accomplish this vision: 

Plan and execute the work in geographic groupings of facilities and areas to achieve the 
benefits of economies of scale. 

Plan and execute the work as a continuous integrated project to eliminate the costs and 
delays associated with the turnover process and S&M. 

Promote the integration of evolving technology through review and validation of project 
baselines and by using new approaches and technologies to accomplish project stretch 
goals involving cost, risk, and schedule reductions. 

Simplify the regulatory interfaces and documentation required to achieve the desired 
cleanup goals. 

This WCH S&T plan incorporates and integrates the various actions required to implement 
strategy #3 to achieve the Hanford cleanup vision and provide timely use of the most effective 
science and technologies in accomplishing project elements. 

Fiscal Year 2006 Washington Closure Hanford Science and ?ethnology Plan 
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Approach 

An effective S&T program requires a number of specific activities, such as the following: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Review project activities to identify where S&T can make a difference. 
Identify problemsheeds that require the use of improved S&T. 
Identify timing of S&T needs to support project schedules. 
Establish project support and buy-in regarding potential S&T deployment. 
Identify funding for S&T development, testing, and deployment. 
Document accomplishments and lessons learned. 

The WCH Project incorporates these S&T activities by preparing project-specif ic S&T plans, 
identifying the links between project scope and S&T activities, and capturing the S&T needs 
within each project. 

The WCH S&T plan documents the elements of the S&T program as follows: 

Section 2.0 contains project-specific S&T plans. These plans provide a detailed evaluation 
of specific project elements (e.g., burial grounds in the 100 Areas) and identify potential 
risks to successful project completion that may be reduced or eliminated through timely 
application of improved science or technology. A number of S&T goals or actions will be 
identified and updated through interaction with the projects. These goals or actions are then 
incorporated into the overall S&T program and are reflected in the S&T needs. 

Section 3.0 includes a list of all S&T needs identified through project-specific S&T plans and 
other sources. These needs are identified and approved by the WCH project teams. The 
needs describe problems that can be resolved or minimized through the use of improved 
S&T. The needs also identify other information required for successful implementation 
(e.g., timing requirements, project restrictions, and regulatory issues). 

Included as Appendix A is the year-end summary report of S&T activities and 
accomplishments by the WCH Project for the previous fiscal year. The summary document 
was prepared and issued by the Technology Application Group. 

Fiscal Year 2006 Washington Closure Hanford Science and Technology Plan 
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2.0 PROJECT-SPECIFIC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PLANS 

The project-specific S&T plans provide a detailed evaluation of each project's activities and 
identify potential risks to successful project completion that may be reduced or eliminated 
through timely application of improved science or technology. A number of S&T goals or 
actions have been identified and updated through interaction with the projects during the 
development of the plans. These goals or actions are incorporated into the overall S&T 
program. 

The project-specific S&T plans contain the following elements: 

Purpose: Brief description of the purpose of each plan. 

Problem backaround: Brief description of the project background and the problems from 
which the scope arises. 

Proiect scope and schedule: Brief description of the project scope and schedule. 

Proiect activities with hiah technical risks: Description of technical risks for each project 
activity, including any technology gaps. 

0 pe rat i on al imp rove m e n t o p po rt u n it i es: Description of a reas of pot entia I imp rove m e n ts 
over the baseline. 

Technologv needs: Summary of technology needs used to solicit potential solutions from 
industry, universities, and DOE. 

Action plan: Description of activities to be accomplished to identify and deploy improved 
solutions. 

The following project-specific S&T plans are included: 

0 Fiscal Year 2006 D4 Closure Project Science and Technology Plan 

Fiscal Year 2006 Reactor Interim Safe Storage Closure Project Science and Technology 
Plan 

0 Fiscal Year 2006 Field Remediation Project Science and Technology Plan. 
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Fiscal Year 2006 0 4  Closure Project Science and Technology Plan 

Introduction 

This FY06 D4 Closure Project S&T plan was compiled based on meetings and communication 
with 0 4  Project technical personnel. The purpose of this interaction was to identify technology- 
related issues impacting completion of workscope. These issues and plans to address them are 
documented in this plan. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this project-specific S&T plan is to describe the workscope planned for the 0 4  
Closure Project and to identify a path forward in order to identify and deploy technologies that 
improve on the project baseline. 

Problem Background 

The Hanford Site contains many surplus facilities and waste sites that remain from plutonium- 
production activities. Four hundred eighty-six of these facilities have been identified in the RCC 
Contract for deactivation, decontamination, decommissioning, and demolition (D4). Until they 
are removed, these facilities must be stabilized and maintained to prevent the escape of 
potentially hazardous contaminants into the environment and exposure to workers and the 
public. 

The primary objective of the 04  Closure Project is to eliminate potential environmental, human 
health, and safety hazards by demolishing the surplus inactive facilities at the Hanford Site and 
to maintain the facilities in a safe, stable condition until they can be demolished. In addition, in 
support of the Field Remediation Closure Project and the End States/Final Closure Project, the 
D4 Closure Project maintains an aggressive management of inactive interim stabilized waste 
sites in order to minimize any spread of surface soil contamination and an herbicide weed 
control program. 

Project Scope and Schedule 

The primary mission of the 04  Closure Project is to deactivate, decontaminate, decommission, 
and demolish 486 facilities and to close utilities located in the Hanford Site’s River Corridor. 
Secondary missions include (1) providing utility services to certain facilities located in the 100, 
300, 400, and 600 Areas as River Corridor cleanup progresses; (2) providing S&M for facilities 
assigned to Washington Closure Hanford (WCH), and; (3) providing field support services for 
other project and functional elements of the WCH team. 

The D4 buildings are located throughout the River Corridor in the Hanford Site’s 100, 300, 400, 
and 600 Areas. Typical hazards associated with the buildings include radiological 
contamination (e.g., uranium, mixed fission products, activation products, and plutonium), 
chemical hazards (e.g., beryllium, asbestos, and laboratory chemicals), and industrial hazards 
(e.g., elevated working locations, degraded roofs, biological hazards, electrical hazards, and 
excavations). 

Fiscal Year 2006 Washingion Closure Hanford Science and Technology Plan 
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The D4 process includes obtaining regulatory approvals for the planned 0 4  activities, 
characterizing the hazards and wastes associated with a facility, deactivating the facility by 
removing loose hazardous materials and equipment, decontaminating the facility to the extent 
necessary to allow open-air demolition, and decommissioning the facility by disconnecting 
utilities and services. The structure is then demolished using techniques such as heavy 
equipment (e.g., trackhoe, processor, loader, or cranes), explosives, cutting equipment, or other 
methods. The demolition debris is loaded and staged for disposal at the Environmental 
Restoration Disposal Facility (ERDF). 

For sites located atop or adjacent to Field Remediation Closure Project waste sites, the D4 
activities stop at ground level and the remaining slab or below-grade structure is turned over to 
the Field Remediation Closure Project for final disposition. For sites that are not located atop or 
adjacent to field remediation activities or other interferences, the D4 Project removes the slab or 
below-grade structure using heavy equipment, samples the excavation as required to 
demonstrate that cleanup criteria are met, backfills and revegetates the site, documents the 
status of sampling and remediation, and turns over the site to the End StatedFinal Closure 
Project. 

The detailed work plan (DWP) scope of work for FY06 includes the specific project activities 
identified below: 

0 100 Area Facilities: 

- Complete demobilization and equipment disposition following demolition of the 190-DR 
Facility (supported by Reactor ISS Closure Project). 

- Complete demolition, loadout, and backfill (where appropriate) of a number of 100-N 
Area facilities (1 802-N Trestle, 131 3-N, 131 4-N, 183-N/NA/NB/NC, 163-N, 166-N, and 
1715-N). 

- Initiate or continue characterization, deactivation, or decontamination of the following 
100-N Area facilities: 182-N, 184-N/NA/NB/NC/NE/NF, 105-NA*/ND/NE*, 11 6-N*, 
1 17-N*, 1 19-N*, 1 19-NA*, 1605-N, 1705-N/NA, 1706-N, 1722-N*, 107-N, 109-N* (the "*" 
notation indicates activities performed by Reactor ISS Closure Project). 

- Complete demolition, loadout, and backfill (where appropriate) of the 183-KW chlorine 
vault. 

- Complete the removal for recycling of two aluminum storage tanks and two sulfuric acid 
tanks at the 183.1 KW head house. 

300 Area Facilities: 

- Complete D4 activities in the 314, 314B, 334, 334A, 334TF, 3712, 3716, 303M, 3225, 
and MO-052 Buildings. 

- Initiate characterization and/or deactivation activities in the 333, 305, 306-E, 306-W, 377, 
3720, 3720-BA, 324, 327, and 3706 Buildings. 

- Complete special case waste removal in the 327 Building. 

Fiscal Year 2006 Washington Closure Hanford Science and Technology Plan 
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- Prepare Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 
1980 (CERCLA) documentation to support D4 activities for the 324/327 Buildings and 
remaining 300 Area facilities. 

Out-year project scope includes completion of D4 activities for the remainder of the 486 facilities 
located in the 100 Area (Le., 246 facilities), the 300 Area (Le., 21 0 facilities), and the 400 Area 
(Le., 30 facilities). Throughout FY06 and in out-years, S&M of facilities and waste sites 
throughout the River Corridor, as well as operation and closure of utility systems, will be 
conducted. 

The baseline schedule for D4 activities is provided in the internal project baseline (IPB) and 
concludes in FY 13. Where possible, completion of D4 activities will be accelerated based on 
available funding. A contractor performance plan will be prepared to show planned work 
acceleration ahead of the IPB and will replace the DWP in out-years. 

Project Activities with Technical Risks 

The River Corridor Closure Project Risk Management Approach and Plan (WCH-5) identifies 
project activities with risks and mitigation plans. The identified risks were reviewed for potential 
applicability of the Technology Application Program, and the following items were determined to 
be potential technical risk items associated with the 0 4  Closure Project. The risk item numbers 
in Table 1 below refer to identified risk items in Table 1 of WCH-5. Where applicable, the risk 
management plan items in Table 1 are addressed as part of related technology needs 
statements identified in Table 2. 

Table 1. Risk Management Plan Items. (2 Pages) 

Title/Description 

Dust Suppression Water 
Treatment. It is uncertain 
whether dust suppression water, 
if accumulated, would need to be 
treated before discharae. 
Structural Integrity for Heavy 
Lifts. There will be a least 3 very 
heavy hot cell lifts and dozens of 
other substantial hot cells in the 
300 area. It is planned to move 
the hot cells in one piece to 
ERDF. It is uncertain whether 
they are structurally sound 
enough to do so. 

Likely 

Likely 

Marginal 

Sign if icant 

Medium 

High 

RL-DD99 

RL-D407 
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Table 1. Risk Management Plan Items. (2 Pages) 

Consequences Tit I e/Des c r i pt i o n 

Hot Cell Manipulators for 
Decontamination. Hot cells are 
planned for grouting and disposal 
at ERDF, with minimal or no 
waste removal or decon. 
However, depending on waste 
characterization and the nature 
and extent of contamination, 
significant wastes may need to be 
removed from some cells and 
some cells may require significant 
decontamination. If this is the 
case, it will be very desirable to 
use the hot cell manipulators. 
The condition of the hot cell 
manipulators (reliability, 
ava i I ab i I it y an d m ai n t ai nab i I it y ) is 
uncertain. 

Marginal Likely Medium RL-D412 04-007 

Underground Utility Damage. 
The heavy crane lifts associated 
with 0 4  in the 300 area could 
damage active underground utility 
or process lines. 
Hot Cell Cranes for Waste 
Removal. It is planned that the 
hot cells will be grouted and 
disposed at ERDF, with minimal 
or no waste removal. If it 
develops that significant waste 
removal is required, use of the 
cranes will be required. Hot cell 
cranes may not be in a condition 

Low Unlikely Neg I ig ible RL-D411 D4-010 

04-01 4 Likely Marginal Medium RL-D412 

to support the work. 
Facility Deterioration. In the old 
facilities, some of which contain 
high hazards, there is a 
pro ba bi I ity of st ruct u ral/system 
failures and safe-entry threshold 
deterioration that could impact the 
danned 0 4  atmroaches. 

SM-001 Likely Marginal Medium RL-D416 

Sprinkler System Surveillance 
& Maintenance. Aging sprinkler 
systems are difficult to maintain to 
remain to keep reliable. Testing 
may actually degrade the system 

Likely Negligible Low RL-D416 SM-002 

beyond its useful life. 
Hot Cell Orphan Waste. If the 

Unlikely 300 area hot cells must be 
decontaminated, the wash 
solutions mav be orDhan waste. 

WO-008 Negligible Low RL-D412 
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Need Title 

Technology Needs 

RL-DD93 

RL-DD94 

RL-DD96 

RL-DD97 

Technology needs are identified where a task may not be performed because of the lack of 
technology (i.e., a gap) or where a technology might improve the performance of the task 
(Le., an improvement opportunity), such as improving the safety or cost. Technology needs 
statements will be used to communicate needs to industry and others. 

Real-Time or Near-Real-Time Monitoring for Beryllium in the 300 Area (updated) 

Fixatives for Containing Beryllium in the 300 Area (updated) 

Removal of Highly Radioactive Tanks and Materials at 107-N Building (updated) 

1303-N Spacer Silo Removal and Sampling 

Incorporating the technology opportunities and technical risks listed above, the 04  Closure 
Project has identified 26 technology needs for FY06 and out-years (Table 2). Six of the 
technology needs have been carried over and updated from FY05 needs identified in the FY05 
Environmental Restoration Contractor S&T plan. The full technology needs statements are 
included in Section 3.0. 

1 RL-DD98 

Table 2. 0 4  Closure Project Technology Needs for FY06. (2 Pages) 

Fixatives, Void Space Fillers, and Cutting Techniques for Large- Diameter Piping 
Systems (updated) 

RL-D407 

RL-D408 

RL-D409 

RL-D410 

Removal and Transportation of Heavy Monoliths 

Heavy Structural Concrete and Equipment RemovaVDemolition 

Stack Demolition Techniques for Contamination Control and Dust Suppression 

Contamination Control while Draining Contaminated Pools/Basins 

RL-D414 

RL-D415 

Utility Isolations for Water, Gas, Sewer, and Process Sewer 

Process Sewer Collection and Disposition 

I RL-DD99 I Dust/lll/ater Control During Demolition (updated) I 
-01 1 Hot Cell Radionuclide Inventory Characterization I 
I RL-D402 I Decontamination of Material Under Fixatives I 
I RL-D403 I Void Space Fillers for Ducts, Tanks, Gloveboxes, and Equipment I 
I RL-D404 I Removal of Heavy Equipment in Hevated Locations I 
I RL-D405 I Remote or Semi-#emote Characterization of Residues in Tanks and Pipes I 
I RL-D406 I Remote or Semi-Remote Removal of Tank Residues I 

I RL-D412 I Hot CelVEquipment Cleaning I 
1 RL-D413 Information Technology Applications to Replace Underground Communication 

Lines 

Elimination of Intrusive Building Access and Roof Inspections for Surveillance and 
Maintenance RL-D416 
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ID # 

Table 2. 04 Closure Project Technology Needs for FY06. (2 Pages) 

Need Title 

I RL-D417 I Techniques for Cutting Radioactive Material Where Torch Cutting is Discouraged 

1 RL-D418 1 Fixatives for Substrates With Corroded Surfaces or Degraded Coatings 

h y - D 4 1 9  1 Decontamination/Survey of Low-Contamination Items for Salvage 

I RL-D420 I Rapid-Turnaround Characterization Sample Analysis 

Operational Improvement Opportunities 

Operational improvement opportunities are operational activities where technology 
improvements may reduce performance costs. Hig h-cost activities are also areas where 
technology improvements may be indicated. 

The D4 Closure Project identified the following operational activities where the standard 
methods being used are adequate, but where safety may be improved or costs reduced if 
improved methods are identified: 

0 Fixative applications 

0 Void space fillers 

0 Size-reduction techniques 

Techniques for deactivation and demolition activities in highly radioactive or highly 
contaminated areas 

Protective equipment for working around hazardous materials such as chlorine, aluminum, 
sulfuric acid, and beryllium 

Techniques for working in small spaces 

0 

0 General decontamination and decommissioning tools, such as heavy demolition equipment. 

Action Plan 

Technology needs statements will be used to solicit information on potential solutions and to 
evaluate potential solutions. The technology needs statements will be made available to 
industry and will be published on the Internet as a means of soliciting alternative technologies. 
Internet searches will also be performed to actively search for potential solutions. 

Alternative technologies will initially be evaluated against the technology needs statements by 
the Technology Application Group. After potential improvements have been identified, the 
technologies will be reviewed with the 04  Closure Project in regard to the current understanding 
of the problem being addressed (Le., updated technology need description). At that time, 
missing information and arrangements for demonstrations regarding potential improvements will 
be sought from vendors. If a technology is identified as beneficial to the project, the Technology 
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Application Group will identify and pursue funding alternatives for demonstrations or the first 
deployment of these technologies, where available. 

Improved technologies chosen by the project will then be solicited. The solicitation may involve 
Requests for Proposal from various vendors and/or proposals to DOE entities or other DOE- 
funded programs or organizations. 

Planned FY06 technology deployments for the D4 Closure Project include the following: 

0 

0 

0 

Beryllium Monitoring Improvements (BeFinder) [RL-DD93] 
324 Hot Cell Characterization [RL-D401] 
327 Hot Cell Characterization [RL-04011. 
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Fiscal Year 2006 Reactor Interim Safe Storage Closure Project 
Science and Technology Plan 

Introduction 

This FY06 Reactor Interim Safe Storage (ISS) Closure Project S&T plan was compiled based 
on meetings and communication with Reactor ISS Closure Project technical personnel. The 
purpose of this interaction was to identify technology-related issues impacting the completion of 
workscope. These issues and plans to address them are documented in this plan. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this project-specific S&T plan is to describe the workscope planned for the 
Reactor ISS Closure Project and to identify a path forward in order to identify and deploy 
technologies that improve on the project baseline. 

Problem Background 

The Hanford Site contains many surplus facilities and waste sites that remain from plutonium- 
production activities. The facilities include nine nuclear reactors, of which four have not yet 
undergone stabilization for long-term safe storage. The primary objective of the Reactor ISS 
Closure Project is to place the four remaining reactors (N Reactor, KE Reactor, KW Reactor, 
and, upon direction from DOE, B Reactor) into an ISS configuration through selected 
deactivation, D&D, demolition, and construction of a safe storage enclosure (SSE). 

Project Scope and Schedule 

The Reactor ISS Closure Project tasks for reactors, in general, remove the structureslrooms of 
the reactor building that are outside the primary shield walls surrounding the reactor block. 
Loose contamination is also removed (or stabilized) to the greatest extent possible in accessible 
areas within the shield wall. The fuel storage basin must also be removed. The remaining 
structure will have a new roof, lighting and electrical receptacles designed to provide the SSE 
with adequate illumination for accesdegress and provisions for ventilation during S&M activities, 
and a remote monitoring system for measuring temperature in above-grade areas and detecting 
liquid accumulation in below-grade areas. The final configuration of the weather-tight enclosure 
includes the shield walls as the exterior of the building, secure entry door(s) for inspection use, 
a remote monitoring system, and a metal roof with panel siding to ensure an environmentally 
adequate enclosure for the ISS period (up to 75 years). 

The Reactor ISS Closure Project also supports the D4 Closure Project by integrating, and in 
some cases performing, the 0 4  of numerous ancillary facilities at the various reactor sites. 
These facilities are included in the action memorandum/removal action work plans (RAWPs) for 
the associated reactors and reactor sites. One major structure, 109-N, is identified in the RCC 
Contract as a D4 building but is within the planned footprint of the N Reactor SSE and will 
undergo ISS activities in conjunction with the adjacent N Reactor building. 
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The DWP scope of work for FY06 includes the specific project activities identified below: 

0 H Reactor: 

- Complete SSE subcontract demobilization and area cleanup. 

- Initiate cleanup of the areas surrounding H Reactor contaminated by mud dauber wasps 
and disposition of contaminated equipment. 

- Complete the cleanup verification package and project report for reactor ISS. 

0 D/DR Reactor Ancillarv Facilities: 

- Support the D4 Closure Project with completion of demobilization and equipment 
disposition from the DR Reactor ISS and 190-DR Facility demolition activities. 

0 N Reactor: 

- Initiate planning and characterization activities for N Reactor and 109-N. 

- Complete characterization, and in some cases initiate deactivation, for D4 buildings 
associated with ISS activities, including 105-NA, 105-NE, 1 16-N, 1 19-N, 1 19-NA, 1 17-N, 
and 1722-N. 

0 KE/KW Reactors: 

- Develop an engineering evaluation/cost analysis, data quality objectives summary 
report, sampling and analysis plan, and RAWP for the KE/KW Reactors and ancillary 
facilities not already addressed in CERCLA documents. 

- Initiate characterization activities for the KE/KW Reactors. 

Project Activities with Hig Technical Risks 

The River Corridor Closure Project Risk Management Approach and Plan (WCH-5) identifies 
one ISS-related project risk, but it was determined not to constitute a technical risk applicable to 
the Technology Application Program. In out-year activities, Reactor ISS Closure Project staff 
have identified technical risks associated with the high radiation levels in the 105-N basin and 
the potential for high radiation levels and technical demolition challenges in several N Reactor 
ancillary facilities identified in the RCC Contract as 0 4  buildings (e.g., the 105-NE fission 
product trap) that will be executed by the Reactor ISS Closure Project. The 105-N basin 
technical risks are addressed as technical needs; the technical needs for the ancillary facilities 
are addressed in conjunction with 0 4  technology needs (see Table 2). 
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Need Title 

Operational Improvement Opportunities 

Operational improvement opportunities are operational activities where technology 
improvements may reduce performance costs. High-cost activities are also areas where 
technology improvements may be indicated. 

The Reactor ISS Closure Project identified one activity where the standard methods being used 
are adequate, but where safety may be improved or costs reduced if improved methods are 
identified: 

0 Techniques for water and residual sludge removal from the 105-KW basin, including 
contamination control and high-dose rates. 

Technology Needs 

Technology needs are identified where a task may not be performed because of the lack of 
technology (i.e., a gap) or where a technology might improve the performance of the task 
(Le., an improvement opportunity), such as improving the safety or cost. Technology needs 
statements will be used to communicate needs to industry and others. 

In addition to the technology opportunity listed above (included in 0 4  technology need item 
RL-D4IO), three ISS technology needs were identified for FY06 and out-years (Table 3). The 
full technology needs statements are included in Section 3.0. 

Table 3. Reactor ISS Closure Project Technology Needs for FY06. 

I RL-IS01 I Sampling and Characterization of N Basins I 
I Decontamination or Shielding of N Basin Surfaces I 

I RL-IS03 I Demolition Techniques in High Radiation Areas I 

Action Plan 

Technology needs statements will be used to solicit information on potential solutions and to 
evaluate potential solutions. The technology needs statements will be made available to 
industry and will be published on the Internet as a means of soliciting alternative technologies. 
Internet searches will also be performed to actively search for potential solutions. 

Alternative technologies will initially be evaluated against the technology needs statements by 
the Technology Application Group. After potential improvements have been identified, the 
technologies will be reviewed with the Reactor ISS Closure Project in regard to the current 
understanding of the problem being addressed (i.e., updated technology need description). 
At that time, missing information and arrangements for demonstrations regarding potential 
improvements will be sought from vendors. If a technology is identified as beneficial to the 
project, the Technology Application Group will identify and pursue funding alternatives for 
demonstrations or the first deployment of these technologies, where available. 
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Improved technologies chosen by the project will then be solicited. The solicitation may involve 
Requests for Proposal from various vendors and/or proposals to DOE entities or other DOE- 
funded programs or organizations. 

No specific technology deployments are planned for the Reactor ISS Closure Project in FY06. 
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Fiscal Year 2006 Field Remediation Project Science and Technology Plan 

Introduction 

This FY06 Field Remediation Project S&T plan was compiled based on meetings and 
communication with Field Remediation Project technical personnel. The purpose of this 
interaction was to identify technology-related issues impacting the completion of workscope. 
These issues and plans to address them are documented in this plan. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this project-specific S&T plan is to describe the workscope planned for the Field 
Remediation Project and to identify a path forward in order to identify and deploy technologies 
that improve on the project baseline. 

Problem Background 

Plutonium-production reactors were operated in the Hanford Site’s 100 Areas during the era of 
World War II and the Cold War. During operation of the reactors, waste liquids were discharged 
to the soil column and debris and other waste were disposed in trenches or burial grounds, 
which contaminated the soil and groundwater in the 100 Areas. Contamination includes 
radioactivity and chemical compounds, either in the soil or associated with debris. 

Fuel fabrication for the reactors and laboratory experiments related to plutonium production and 
processing were conducted in the Hanford Site’s 300 Area. Liquid and solid waste from these 
operations were disposed to the soil in trenches, burial grounds, landfills, and other waste- 
receiving areas to the north of the industrial portion of the 300 Area. Contamination includes 
radioactivity and chemical compounds, either in the soil or associated with debris. The 61 8-1 0 
and 618-1 1 Burial Grounds received high-radiation waste from the 300 Area, as well as other 
waste. 

Remediation of soil contamination and the burial grounds is needed to meet cleanup goals for 
environmental restoration of the Hanford Site. 

Project Scope and Schedule 

The Field Remediation Project is responsible for the remediation of soil waste sites (e.g., liquid 
disposal sites), burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Area operable units, and the 61 8-1 O b 1  1 
Burial Grounds. The primary remediation approach involves removal, treatment as necessary, 
and disposal of contaminated soil in the ERDF. 

The workscope for FY06 includes soil site and burial ground remediation in the 100 and 
300 Areas. Remediation planning will be conducted for the 61 8-7, 618-10, and 618-1 1 Burial 
Grounds, all of which are known to contain problematic waste forms. Primary technology- 
related issues for this workscope are associated with current and future burial ground 
remediation. 
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Project Activities with High Technical Risks 

Accomplishing the Field Remediation Project’s scope of work involves some technical risks. 
Burial ground remediation, especially for the 300 Area and 61 8-1 O M  1 Burial Grounds, presents 
the primary technical risk for the project. Because the contents of these burial grounds are not 
well recorded and problematic waste (e.g., unstable, difficult to treat) may exist in the burial 
grounds, remediation planning must include provisions for addressing a wide range of waste 
types. Based on current experience with burial ground remediation, the following issues 
represent technical risks for the Field Remedial Project: 

Identification and treatment of land-disposal restricted (LDR) waste: The soil matrix in burial 
grounds may be contaminated with lead, barium, or other contaminants that are LDR if they 
exceed regulatory limits based on a leachability test criterion. Field identification of this 
waste is needed to segregate the waste from other waste that can be directly disposed to 
a landfill. After the LDR waste is identified, it must be treated prior to disposal. The 
baseline technique (i.e., grouting) is currently adequate for soil that requires treatment; 
however, grouting may not be adequate or cost effective for all LDR waste. Other treatment 
options are needed so soil can be treated to meet cost and schedule constraints for burial 
ground remediation. 

Characterization of burial ground materials: The ability to identify the contents of materials 
exhumed from burial grounds with a field method is needed to assist in efficient waste 
segregation and processing decisions and to support industrial safety. Methods for 
chemical and radiological (e.g., transuranic [TRU] or fuel fragments) identification are 
needed. 

Handling, characterization, and treatment of problem wastes (e.g., pvrophoric waste): Some 
waste forms (e.g., pyrophoric waste) are expected in some of the 300 Area burial grounds. 
Handling and treatment options are needed so the waste can be addressed safely within 
cost and schedule constraints for burial ground remediation. 

Contamination control during remediation of burial grounds: Control of contamination that 
can potentially become airborne is needed as part of burial ground excavation and waste 
handling and for stabilizing waste soils/debris during periods of inactivity. 

Remediation of deep soil contamination: Contamination below the limit of standard 
excavation operations needs to be addressed to protect groundwater. Significant cost 
savings may be possible if an in situ treatment method can effectively stabilize 
contamination so it is not a threat to groundwater. 

Operational Improvement Opportunities 

Operational improvement opportunities are operational activities where technology 
improvements may reduce performance costs. High-cost activities are also areas where 
technology improvements may be indicated. 

Several short-term technology-related improvement opportunities were identified for the FY06 
Field Remediation Project: 
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0 Three-dimensional mapping of waste items during remediation of burial grounds: An 
efficient means to catalog the type and “X, Y, Z ’  location of waste items uncovered and 
removed during burial ground operations is needed to enhance the observational approach 
to burial ground operations and to provide a record of remediation. In particular, techniques 
that combine visual information with position information would be preferred. 

RL-SS10 

RL-SS13 

RL-SS19 

RL-SS50 

Improved Technologies for Detection/Delineation of Buried Materials 

Improved, Real-Time Field Screening During Excavation for Heavy Metals 

Detection, Handling, and Treatment of Pyrophoric Materials in Burial Grounds 

Field Screening for Fuel Fragments 

0 Software for tracking of procedures: Software that is accessible by multiple parties to 
identify procedural requirements and track the status of the paperwork required for 
remediation operations would enhance efficiency in the upfront planning effort for 
rem ediation. 

I RL-SS51 

0 More rugged beta-detector covers: More rugged beta-detector covers would reduce the 
cost associated with radiological surveys. Current protective covers are not rugged enough 
for applications in some terrain. 

Improved, Real-Time Field Screening During Excavation 
for Industrial Sa fetv 

Technology Needs 

Technology needs for the Field Remediation Project identify where improved technology would 
enhance the execution of project activities. Technology needs statements will be used to 
communicate needs to industry and others. Table 4 identifies the technology needs for the 
Field Remediation Project. The full technology needs statements are included in Section 3.0. 

Table 4. Remedial Action Project Technology Needs for FY06. 

I RL-SS52 I Improved Contaminant Fixatives for Soil and Debris Matrices I 
I RL-SS53 I Improved Ex Situ Treatment to Stabilize LDR Soils I 
I RL-SS54 I In Situ Stabilization of Chromate, Lead, Barium, and Mercury in the Vadose Zone I 
I RL-SS55 I Safe Stabilization of Containerized Liquids I 
I RL-SS56 I Waste Seqreqation for Contact- and Remote-Handled TRU Soil and Debris I 

Action Plan 

Technology needs statements will be used to solicit information on potential solutions and to 
evaluate potential solutions. The technology needs statements will be made available to 
industry and will be published on the Internet as a means of soliciting alternative technologies. 
Internet searches will also be performed to actively search for potential solutions. 

Alternative technologies will initially be evaluated against the technology needs statements by 
the Technology Application Group. After potential improvements have been identified, the 
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technologies will be reviewed with the Field Remediation Project in regard to the current 
understanding of the problem being addressed (Le., updated technology need description). 
At that time, missing information and arrangements for demonstrations regarding potential 
improvements will be sought from vendors. If a technology is identified as beneficial to the 
project, the Technolo’gy Application Group will identify and pursue funding alternatives for 
demonstrations or the first deployment of these technologies, where available. 

Improved technologies chosen by the project will then be solicited. The solicitation may involve 
Requests for Proposal from various vendors and/or proposals to DOE entities or other DOE- 
funded programs or organizations. 

The following additional technology support to the Field Remediation Project is planned for 
FY06: 

0 Burial grounds: 

- Technology options for field characterization of containerized liquids will be identified 
and reported to the project in an interoffice memorandum (during the first quarter of 
2006). 

- The Technology Application Group will facilitate interaction with Florida International 
University for evaluation of fixative options relevant to burial ground applications. 

- The Technology Application Group will investigate potential technologies for three- 
dimensional mapping of items uncovered during burial ground excavation. 

0 Other proiects: 

- The Technology Application Group will facilitate interaction with Florida International 
University for evaluation of more rugged beta-detector covers. 

- The Technology Application Group will investigate potential software options for tracking 
of rem ed iat i on p I an n i n g p roced u res. 
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RL-D409 

RL-D4I 0 

RL-D41 I 
RL-D412 

RL-D413 

3.0 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS STATEMENTS 

Stack Demolition Techniques for Contamination Control and Dust Suppression 

Contamination Control while Draining Contaminated Pools/Basins 

Location of Utilities Prior to Demolition/Excavation 

Hot CelfEquipment Cleaning 

Information Technology Applications to Replace Underground Communication Lines 

The River Corridor Closure Project’s FY06 S&T needs for the 0 4  Closure Project, Reactor ISS 
Closure Project, and the Field Remediation Project are included in this section, as outlined in 
Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7. 

RL-D415 

RL-D416 

RL-D417 

RL-D418 

RL-D419 

RL-D420 

Table 5. FY06 D4 Closure Project Technology Needs Index. 

Process Sewer Collection and Disposition 

,Elimination of Intrusive Building Access and Roof Inspections for Surveillance and 
Maintenance 

Techniques for Cutting Radioactive Material Where Torch Cutting is Discouraged 

Fixatives for Substrates With Corroded Surfaces or Degraded Coatings 

Decontamination/Survey of Low-Contamination Items for Salvage 

Rapid- Turnaround Characterization Sample Ana lysis 

ID # Need Title 

RL-DD93 I Real-Time or Near-Real-Time Monitoring for Beryllium in the 300 Area (updated) 
~ ~~ 

RL-DD94 I Fixatives for Containing Beryllium in the 300 Area (updated) 

RL-DD96 

RL-DD97 

Removal of Highly Radioactive Tanks and Materials at 107-N Building (updated) 

1303-N Spacer Silo Removal and Sampling 

Fixatives, Void Space Fillers, and Cutting Techniques for Large- Diameter Piping 
Systems (updated) RL-DD98 1 

RL-DD99 I Dust/Water Control During Demolition (updated) 

RL-D401 I Hot Cell Radionuclide Inventory Characterization 

RL-D402 I Decontamination of Material Under Fixatives 
_ _ _ _ ~  

RL-D403 I Void Space Fillers for Ducts, Tanks, Gloveboxes, and Equipment 

RL-D404 I Removal of Heavy Equipment in Elevated Locations 

RL-D405 I Remote or Semi-Remote Characterization of Residues in Tanks and Pipes 

RL-D406 I Remote or Semi-Remote Removal of Tank Residues 

RL-D407 I Removal and Transportation of Heavy Monoliths 

RL-D408 ~1 Heavy Structural Concrete and Equipment RemovaVDemolition 
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Need Title 

Table 6. FY06 Reactor ISS Closure Project Technology Needs Index. 

R L- I SO 1 

RL-IS02 

Sampling and Characterization of N Basins 

Decontamination or Shielding of N Basin Surfaces 

ID # 

I RL-IS03 I Demolition Techniques in High Radiation Areas I 

Title 

Table 7. FY06 Field Remediation Project Technology Needs Index. 

RL-SS13 

RL-SSI 9 

RL-SS50 

Improved, Real- Time Field Screening During Excavation for Heavy Metals 

Detection, Handling, and Treatment of Pyrophoric Materials in Burial Grounds 

Field Screening for Fuel Fragments 

I RL-SS 1 0 I Improved Technologies for Detection/Delineation of Buried Materials I 

I RL-SS51 Improved, Real- Time Field Screening During Excavation 
for Industrial Safety 

RL-SS55 

RL-SS56 

I RL-SS52 I Improved Contaminant Fixatives for Soil and Debris Matrices I 

Safe- Stabilization of Containerized Liquids 

Waste Segregation for Contact- and Remote-Handled TRU Soil and Debris 

I RL-SS53 I Immoved Ex Situ Treatment to Stabilize LDR Soils I 
h L - S S 5 4  I In Situ Stabilization of Chromate, Lead, Barium, and Mercury in the Vadose Zone I 
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Tec h n o I o g y N eed s/O p po r t u n it i es Stat e me n t 
Real-Time or ear-Real-Time Monitoring 

for Beryllium in the 300 

Identification No.: RL-DD93 
Date: December 2005 (updated) 
Facility: Beryllium-contaminated facilities in the 300 Area 

Need Description: A quicker field and/or in situ method is needed for detecting and quantifying 
airborne beryllium in the worker breathing zone so worker safety can be assured. In addition, 
field screening of building structures prior to demolition and/or building rubble during and after 
demolition would improve safety and efficiency of waste-handling operations. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Currently performing work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Monitoring the worker’s breathing zone is a regulatory requirement 
when working under conditions where airborne beryllium may be present. A quicker method 
than the baseline method would allow WCH to quickly take additional safety measures when 
airborne beryllium levels are above the action level established by regulations, thereby 
increasing worker and public safety. 

In addition, monitoring the effectiveness of fixatives used for beryllium control prior to, during, 
and after building demolition by performing field screening of beryllium samples could improve 
safety and efficiency of demolition and waste-handling operations. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety, 
i m proved efficiency . 

Functional Performance Requirements: A near-real-time, in situ method is needed to detect 
and quantify airborne beryllium and removable beryllium contamination. Analysis methods that 
are not in situ but can be applied in the field may be acceptable if they provide quick turnaround 
and are cost effective. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for monitoring for airborne beryllium 
include lapel samplers and air monitors. Swipe samples are used for sampling surfaces. Filters 
from the samplers and the monitors and from swipe samples are sent offsite to laboratories for 
analysis. The quickest laboratory turnaround for results is 8 hours. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-t-cc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Fixatives for Containing Beryllium 

for the Facilities Decommissioning Project 

Identification No.: RL-DD94 
Date: December 2005 (updated) 
Facility: Beryllium-contaminated facilities in the 300 Area 

Need Description: Methods are needed to fix beryllium-containing dust during all D&D 
activities. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Currently performing work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Airborne beryllium is hazardous to human health, potentially resulting in 
chronic beryllium disease and beryllium sensitization. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Methods are needed to fix beryllium-containing dust 
during all activities of D&D, such as characterization, decontamination, and demolition. 
Surfaces include metal, concrete, and painted surfaces. Methods should be able to fix beryllium 
in relatively thick layers of dust and in cracks. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for fixing radioactive contamination include 
various materials including paints, glycerin fog, and water. Standard latex paint has proven 
effective for most applications. Areas with higher levels of beryllium contamination or ambient 
dust may require additional controls. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, TechApp 63 wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Removal of Highly Radioactive Tanks and aterials at 1074  Building 

Identification No.: RL-DD96 
Date: December 2005 (updated) 
Facility: 107-N Building 

Need Description: Tanks and equipment at the 107-N Building contain relatively high levels of 
radioactive material, causing potentially high radiation dose to personnel performing removal 
and demolition. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2005 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: Sludges, ion-exchange resins, and sand filter media in tanks and 
vessels in the 107-N Building have high dose rates. Some of these materials will be removed 
using pumps or vacuums with water used to break up the material, then treated to meet waste 
disposal requirements. Other materials will be immobilized in place using grouting or other 
techniques. After the sludge and media are removed or fixed in place, the vessels will have to 
be removed safely without causing undue radiation exposure to personnel. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Reduced personnel exposure and reduced 
cost and schedule. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Methods are needed to (1) facilitate removal or 
immobilization of sludges, ion-exchange resins, and sand filter media while meeting waste 
disposal criteria; and (2) improve techniques for cutting and removing tanks and vessels while in 
a high radiation area. 

Current Baseline Technology: (1) The current baseline for residue removal involves 
(a) removal and treatment of cation resin using sluicing or vacuuming, and (b) monolithing T-1 
and the sand filters using large concrete forms, and transporting them for disposal at ERDF. 
(2) The current baseline for tank and equipment removal is torch cutting of the feet and pipe 
connections, resulting in high-dose exposure to a pipefitter located within a shield wall. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App@wch-rccxom 
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Technology NeeddOpport un it ies Statement 
1303-N Spacer Silos Removal and Sampling 

Identification No.: RL-DD97 
Date: December 2005 (updated) 
Facility: 1303-N silo 

Need Description: Methods are needed to remove the 1303-N spacer silos and sample 
beneath them. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2005 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: The 13034 spacer silos are buried, corrugated, sided structures that 
were used to store irradiated fuel spacers. The three silos are 17 ft, 19 ft, and 13 ft in diameter, 
and the bottoms of the silos are approximately 41 ft below ground for the larger silos and 27 ft 
below ground for the smaller silo. The bottoms of the silos are open to the soil. Other adjacent 
structures exist that would be affected if normal excavation methods were used to remove the 
silos. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Acceleration of project schedule 

Functional Performance Requirements: Methods are needed to remove the silos for disposal 
without affecting nearby structures. Methods are also needed to sample/characterize the soil 
beneath the silos. 

Current Baseline Technology: The baseline plan is to perform the silo removal using 
conventional excavation techniques in conjunction with field remediation of nearby structures 
and sites. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Fixatives, Void Space Fillers, and Cutting Techniques 

for Large-Diameter Piping Systems 

Identification No.: RL-DD98 
Date: December 2005 (updated) 
Facility: N Reactor area 

Need Description: Methods are needed to fix contamination and eliminate void space in large 
piping systems, including hard-to-access piping, such as buried piping. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2005 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: The 100-N Reactor area, 100-K Reactor areas, and the 300 Area have 
miles of piping that must be removed during decommissioning. Many of the utilities (Le., piping, 
cables, and wires) are buried throughout the areas. It is desirable to fix internal pipe 
contamination prior to starting disassembly to ensure safety in the event of an unexpected 
breaching (e.g., an excavator hitting a buried pipe). In addition, large-diameter pipe presents 
waste disposal issues because of internal void space that could cause subsidence issues in 
a waste landfill. Finally, the physical removal of the piping requires cutting of the pipe. In some 
cases, access to the exterior of the pipes is limited and innovative techniques may be needed to 
cut the pipe. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; reduced 
cost and schedule to meet waste disposal requirements. 

Functional Performance Requirements: (1) Methods are needed to fix contamination in large 
piping systems prior to disassembly. Some of the piping is inaccessible from the outside 
(e.g., piping that is buried), so methods must be able to coat piping internals at a distance from 
the access points. There are various sizes of piping to consider. (2) Solutions that result in 
elimination of internal void space are needed (e.g., foam, grout, crushing, and splitting). 
A crusher or roller for eliminating void space while capturing contamination in displaced air 
would be a favorable solution. The unit should be portable and be able to handle heavy wall 
pipe. Grout or foam-filling applications are acceptable, provided they are low cost and final 
waste forms are acceptable for disposal at the ERDF. (3) Techniques for cutting and removing 
the pipes are needed. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current disposal requirements drive the project to remove 
piping using labor-intensive methods such as torch cutting, bagging, decontamination, rotary 
cutting, crushing, sand filling, or grouting individual pieces. Expanding foam applications 
currently used at Hanford have not been approved for void space filling at ERDF. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-rccxom 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
DustNater Control During Demolition for 
the Facilities Decommissioning Project 

Identification No.: RL-DD99 
Date: December 2005 (updated) 
Facility: All River Corridor areas 

Need Description: Methods are needed to control dust and water during demolition. 

Schedule Requirements: 

Earliest date required: Currently perlorming work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Many of the facilities being decommissioned in the River Corridor are in 
close proximity to the Columbia River, increasing the potential for public exposure in the event 
of an environmental release. Methods are needed to control dust and/or water during 
demolition to ensure that there are no environmental releases to the Columbia River. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety, reduced 
water costs, and increased efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Either low- or no-water methods are needed to 
control dust during demolition or methods are needed to capture water used in dust control. 
New dust control methods must be nonhazardous and effective during demolition with standard 
demolition equipment. If no such techniques are found for dust control, then better methods are 
needed for capturing water used in dust control. Any methods chosen must allow no 
contamination to reach the Columbia River, even from facilities adjacent to the river. Methods 
must be useable under temperature extremes ranging from below freezing to over 100°F. 
Methods that apply the capture technique near the point of demolition are preferred. 

Current Baseline Technology: Area fogging with water from a handheld fire hose is the 
current method used to control dust during demolition of facilities adjacent to the Columbia 
River. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-rcc.com 
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Technology NeeddOpportunities Statement 
Hot Cell Radionuclide Inventory Characterization 

Identification No.: RL-D401 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 324, 327, and other 300 Area facilities 

Need Description: Characterization of radionuclide inventories, particularly quantification of 
TRU elements sufficient to classify demolition wastes as low-level or TRU waste, are needed for 
hot cells having high gamma radiation fields. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2005 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Hot cells in the 324 and 327 Buildings have been used for experiments, 
tests, and processes involving nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials. High levels of 
fission product and activation product contamination are present, creating high gamma dose 
rates. Quantification of radionuclide inventories is needed to a level sufficient to demonstrate 
whether planned disposition methods for hot cell removal will result in a waste form that meets 
disposal criteria at the ERDF. Similar characterization may be required for the 340 vault tanks, 
325 Building hot cells, and other 300 Area facilities. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Characterization methods must be sufficient to 
determine whether demolition waste forms resulting from planned monolithic disposal would 
classify as low-level waste suitable for disposal at the ERDF. In addition, prediction of radiation 
dose rates sufficient to provide adequate personnel radiological protection and as low as 
reasonably achievable planning is needed. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for characterization of radioactive source 
term in hot cells relies on a combination of sampling and analysis (e.g., swipe samples, 
coupons, and sludge samples) to determine isotopic mixtures, and nondestructive assay 
measurements of prominent gamma-emitting radionuclides (e.g., cesium), in conjunction with 
radiation dose modeling. The method relies on either defining a bounding case for the isotopic 
ratios or on extensive sampling, causing high costs and high personnel radiation exposure. The 
method often results in overly conservative estimates of TRU radionuclide content because of 
bou ndi ng assumptions used. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Decontamination of aterial Under Fixatives 

Identification No.: RL-D402 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 308 Building, potentially 306E/306W 

Need Description: A technique is needed for decontamination of plutonium from gloveboxes 
and surfaces that have been coated with fixatives, particularly polymeric barrier system (PBS). 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: January 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2009. 

Problem Description: Gloveboxes in the 308 Building were decontaminated to the extent 
practical and coated with PBS fixative to prevent the spread of contamination when the 
gloveboxes were deactivated and ventilation systems were isolated in the early 1 990s. 
Sufficient plutonium contamination may remain under fixative to cause gloveboxes to be 
classified as TRU waste, requiring size reduction and packaging to meet disposal requirements 
for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Faster and less expensive waste disposal at the ERDF can 
be accomplished if plutonium contamination under the fixative can be effectively removed. In 
the near term, gloveboxes in 306E or 306W may provide opportunities to test decontamination 
methods. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Decreased cost and schedule due to the 
elimination of size- reduction requirements. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Decontamination methods must be capable of 
removing sufficient TRU elements to permit the overall waste matrix of the glovebox to be 
classified as low-level waste. Interior surfaces of the gloveboxes are currently encapsulated 
with PBS fixative. Gloveboxes are currently isolated from ventilation systems, and building 
ventilation systems are inactive. 

Current Baseline Technology: Non-enabling technology. Current techniques for 
decontamination rely on access to the surface that is contaminated. Potential technologies 
such as hydrolaser or nitrogen blasting have not yet been evaluated for this application. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Void Space Fillers for Ducts, Tanks, Gloveboxes, and Equipment 

Identification No.: RL-D403 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Throughout the 100 and 300 Areas 

Need Description: An improved technique is needed for filling void space, preventing 
contamination spread, and/or reducing dose rates during removal or demolition of ducts, tanks, 
gloveboxes, and equipment. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1,  2005 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Numerous facilities undergoing deactivation, D&D, and demolition in the 
River Corridor contain ducts, tanks, gloveboxes, and equipment containing radioactive materials 
that could be released during removal activities. In addition, internal void spaces within the 
items require filling or elimination due to concerns for subsidence after disposal in landfills such 
as the ERDF. If the containment and void space filler is sufficiently robust, it may be possible to 
demolish systems in place rather than removing them prior to building demolition. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Void space fillers should capture contamination 
sufficiently to allow cutting or other techniques to effectively remove the equipment without 
causing a spread of contamination to workers or the environment. In addition, void space fillers 
must be able to be qualified for disposal at the ERDF. 

Current Baseline Technology: Fixative fogs, paints, and coatings are sometimes used to 
capture contamination and facilitate removal of equipment. Grout is sometimes used to fill void 
spaces to meet disposal criteria and reduce radiation dose rates. Currently, foam applications 
have not been qualified for disposal at ERDF. Current techniques require the removal of pipes, 
tanks, equipment, gloveboxes, and ducts prior to building demolition. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Removal of Heavy Equipment in Elevated Locations 

Identification No.: RL-D404 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Multiple facilities in 100 and 300 Areas 

Need Description: An improved method is needed for the removal of heavy equipment in 
elevated locations, sometimes within radiologically contaminated areas. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: January 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Items of heavy equipment such as boilers, turbines, and generators are 
located within large, multi-story structures at the Hanford Site. For example, the 184-N Building 
contains large tanks, turbines, and boilers located as much as 40 ft above grade. The 384 and 
337B Buildings also contain large, heavy, elevated equipment. Facility cranes inside the 
buildings are not currently operable or configured to safely remove the equipment. Crane 
upgrades would be costly, and the upgraded cranes would require removal themselves as part 
of demolition. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker safety; improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Equipment must be removed in a way that does not 
result in adverse safety impact to workers, the public, or the environment. Equipment is 
typically planned for disposal at the ERDF and the building structure is scheduled for demolition, 
so damage to the equipment and/or facility may be acceptable on a case-by-case basis. Where 
lifting equipment is used, the requirements of the Hanford Site Hoisting and Rigging Manual 
(DOE/RL-92-36) must be met. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for heavy equipment removal rely on costly 
upgrades or the installation of cranes or other lifting equipment to lower the equipment to grade 
level for disposition. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology NeeddOpportunities Statement 
Remote or Semi-Remote Characterization of Residues 

Identification No.: RL-D405 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Multiple facilities in the 100 and 300 Areas 

Need Description: An improved method is needed for the characterization of residues in tanks 
or pipes. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: January 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: An improved method is needed for the characterization of residues in 
tanks or pipes. As an example, tank heels or residues may require further characterization in 
the 340 vault tanks; 323 Building tanks 1, 2, 3, and 4; 324 Building high-level waste and low- 
level waste tanks; and other locations. Piping systems such as the radioactive liquid waste 
sewer and the retired radioactive liquid waste sewer in the Field Remediation Closure Project 
may also require further characterization prior to removal. Many of these tanks or piping 
systems do not have active systems that are configured for sampling of the contents. 
Techniques for remotely sampling or directly measuring radioactive and/or chemical 
constituents of concern may be required. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
i m p roved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Remote or semi-remote assessment of 
contaminants in tank or piping systems must meet sampling and analysis plan requirements for 
the characterization of wastes in accordance with the planned disposition pathway (typically, 
disposal at the ERDF). Techniques must be capable of being conducted without reliance on 
active sampling systems and must not create a release of contamination to workers, the public, 
or the environment. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for characterization require excavation or 
cutting access pathways to the tank or piping, setting up a containment structure to prevent 
spread of contamination, collection of samples, and laboratory analysis. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Remote or Semi-Remote Removal of Tank 

Identification No.: RL-D406 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Multiple facilities in the 100 and 300 Areas 

Need Description: An improved method is needed for the removal of residues in tanks or 
pipes. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: An improved method is needed for the removal of residues in tanks or 
pipes. As an example, tank heels or residues may require removal from the 340 vault tanks; 
323 Building tanks 1, 2, 3, and 4; 324 Building high-level waste and low-level waste tanks; and 
other locations. Many of these tanks or piping systems do not have active systems that are 
configured for pumping of the contents. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Remote or semi-remote removal of contaminants in 
tank or piping systems must provide containment to prevent the release of contaminants or 
waste to workers, the public, and the environment. Radiation shielding must be sufficient to 
provide worker protection. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for characterization require excavation or 
cutting access pathways to the tank or piping, setting up a containment structure to prevent 
spread of contamination, setting up radiation shielding as needed, and either pumping the waste 
in a liquid form or absorbing the waste and removing the solid waste. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App@wch-rcc.com 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Removal and Transportation of Heavy Monoliths 

Identification No.: RL-D407 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Numerous facilities in the 100 and 300 Areas, including the 324, 327, 308, and 
309 Buildings 

Need Description: Massive structures and components within buildings in the River Corridor 
require removal and transportation to the ERDF. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Massive structures and components within buildings in the River 
Corridor require removal and transportation to the ERDF. Examples include grouted tanks, 
vaults, hot cells, reactor vessels, generators, extrusion presses, and other components. Cost- 
effective solutions for lifting or jacking and transporting the components are needed. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Lifting technologies must provide safe, effective 
methods for moving heavy components from the existing structures onto transport systems and 
transporting the structures to the ERDF for disposal. Lifting technologies must consider 
structural integrity of the surrounding area or building, integrity of the lifted component, damage 
to buried utilities, and any temporary modifications needed to the building or area to 
accommodate these needs. Provisions must be included for offloading the components at the 
ERDF for disposal. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for the movement of heavy equipment 
include mobilization of heavy cranes and the use of trucks or crawlers for transportation. 
Jacking wheels have been used in some applications. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-Appawch-rccxom 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology NeeddOpportunities Statement 
Heavy Structural Concrete and Equipment Removal/Demolition 

Identification No.: RL-D408 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Numerous facilities in the 100 and 300 Areas, including the 324, 327, 308, and 
309 Buildings 

Need Description: Massive structures and components within buildings in the River Corridor 
require removal or demolition to facilitate transportation to the ERDF. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Massive structures and components within buildings in the River 
Corridor require removal and transportation to the ERDF. Examples include grouted tanks, 
vaults, hot cells, reactor vessels, generators, extrusion presses, and other components. Cost- 
effective solutions for cutting, removing, or demolishing the components are needed. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
imp roved efficiency . 

Functional Performance Requirements: Cutting or removal techniques such as diamond wire 
sawing, concrete sawing, explosive demolition, expanding grout, etc., are acceptable, provided 
they are cost effective and control the spread of radioactive contamination to a degree 
protective of workers, the public, and the environment. 

Current Baseline Technology: Historically applications such as diamond wire sawing, 
concrete sawing, expanding grout, and explosive demolition have effectively been used at 
Hanford. This technology need has been identified to facilitate vendor support for optimizing the 
application of these techniques to the needs of the RCC Project. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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WCH-36 
Science and Technology Needs Statements Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportun it ies Statement 
Stack Demolition Techniques for Contamination Control 

and Dust Suppression 

Identification No.: RL-D409 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 324-8, 309, and 325 Buildings and others 

Need Description: An improved technique for controlling contamination and dust during 
demolition of large radioactively contaminated ventilation stacks is needed. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: Large (1 50- to 200-ft-tall) ventilation exhaust stacks are present at 
several Hanford buildings requiring demolition. Containment of radioactive contamination 
during removal of the stack structure is required to a degree protective of workers, the public, 
and the environment. At least one of the stacks (324-8) is located near active laboratory 
operations in the 300 Area. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Techniques for the removal of ventilation stacks 
must provide adequate protection from releases of radioactive material to workers, the public, 
and the environment. Effects on nearby structures or workers in nearby facilities must be 
considered. The resulting demolition debris must be capable of being moved to an approved 
disposal location (typically, the ERDF). 

Current Baseline Technology: Historically stacks have been demolished by explosive 
demolition or by concrete cutting of portions of the stack. Contamination control has been 
accomplished by decontamination of the stack and the use of water sprays during demolition. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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WCH-36 
Science and Technology Needs Statements Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Contamination Control While Draining Contaminated Pools/Basins 

Identification No.: RL-D410 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 327 Building, 105-Kw, other 100 and 300 Area facilities 

Need Description: Methods are needed for contamination control while draining water from 
con t a m i n at ed po o I s/ b as i n s . 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: January 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: The 327 Building contains a water-filled pool for storage of highly 
radioactive materials. Following removal of high-dose items from the pool, the water will be 
removed from the pool as part of facility deactivation. Methods are needed for control of 
contamination on the sides of the pool when the water is removed. A larger fuel storage basin 
at 105-Kw will be dewatered following turnover of the facility from the Project Hanford 
Management Contractor. Other water-filled pools may require demolition in facilities, such as 
3730 and 318. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Contamination-control methods must prevent the 
spread of radioactive contamination to workers, the public, and the environment during and after 
removal of water from the contaminated basins. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for contamination control include the 
application of fixatives or paints to the exposed surface around the pool as water is removed. 
Limitations of this technique include the ability of the fixatives or paints to adhere to wet 
surfaces, the need to proceed with painting while surfaces are still wet to prevent airborne 
releases, and potential contamination of the water with paint or fixatives. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-t-cc.com 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Location of Utilities Prior to Demolition/Excavation 

Identification No.: RL-D411 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 100, 300, and 400 Areas 

Need Description: An improved method of locating utility lines (i.e., electrical, water, sewer, 
natural gas, and telecommunications) is desirable. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Currently performing work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: An improved method of locating utility lines (Le., electrical, water, 
sewer, natural gas, and telecommunications) is desirable. Extensive underground utilities are 
located near many D4 buildings, particularly in the 300 Area. Demolition activities include the 
movement of heavy items (monolithic disposal), as well as below-grade demolition and 
excavation. These activities have the potential to impact or damage buried utilities. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety, 
improved efficiency, and reduced risk of unplanned utility interruption or damage. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Methods for locating underground utilities must be 
able to distinguish utility lines in congested areas with multiple intersecting lines. Approximate 
or relative depths of multiple lines should be distinguishable. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for utility location include ground- 
penetrating radar. Depth of contacts can be difficult to determine, and resolution in congested 
areas may be inadequate. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-rcc.com 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Hot Cel I/Eq u i p ment Clean in g 

Identification No.: RL-D412 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 324 and 327 Buildings and other 300 Area facilities 

Need Description: Hot cells in the 324 and 327 Buildings and other 300 Area facilities may 
require decontamination or removal of radioactive materials to meet waste disposal 
requirements for demolition. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: Hot cells in the 324 and 327 Buildings are planned for disposition as 
low-level waste at the ERDF. Minimal, of any, decontamination or material removal is desirable 
prior to immobilization of the remaining radioactive materials using grout or other materials. If 
radioactive source term within the cells is sufficient to preclude grouting and removing the cells, 
some decontamination or equipment removal may be required. Facility cranes and 
manipulators for remote material handling may be incapable of supporting the decontamination 
activities. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
i m p roved eff i ci en cy. 

Functional Performance Requirements: If required, decontamination methods would require 
either minimal or no generation of secondary waste liquids, containment of gaseous emissions, 
shielding of dose rates sufficient for worker protection, and remote or semi-remote application 
without significant repairs or upgrades to facility cranes or manipulators. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current technology for removal of materials from hot cells 
requires reactivation or repairs to facility cranes and manipulators. A wastewater processing 
system is available for treatment of water generated by potential wet decontamination of the 
324 Building hot cells but has not been deployed and is not a preferred solution. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Information Technology Applications to Replace 

Underground Communication Lines 

Identification No.: RL-D413 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 300 Area and 3220, 339A, 3719, and 35066 Facilities 

Need Description: Underground telecommunications systems in the 300 Area that serve 
300 Area and general Hanford needs include facilities and areas that are scheduled to undergo 
demolition and remediation. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: Underground telecommunications systems in the 300 Area that serve 
300 Area and general Hanford needs include facilities and areas that are scheduled to undergo 
demolition and remediation. Alternate communication systems are required that provide 
necessary site services without impacting the planned demolition and excavation activities. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety, 
improved efficiency, and reduced risk of unplanned utility interruption or damage. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Cost-effective telephone and local area network 
communications must be provided to meet Hanford Site infrastructure and emergency 
com m u n ication requirements. Secure wireless solutions may be preferred. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for telecommunications use fiber optic and 
copper wire lines, buried or routed along overhead utility lines. Existing systems will be 
impacted by planned demolition and excavation requirements. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Utility Isolations for Water, Gas, Sewer, and Process Sewer 

Identification No.: RL-D414 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 100, 300, and 400 Areas 

Need Description: An improved method of isolating utility lines (i.e., water, sewer, and natural 
gas) is desirable. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Currently performing work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: An improved method of isolating utility lines (i.e., water, sewer, and 
natural gas) is desirable. Extensive underground utilities are located near many 0 4  buildings, 
particularly in the 300 Area. Demolition activities include the movement of heavy items 
(monolithic disposal), as well as below-grade demolition and excavation. These activities have 
the potential to impact or damage buried utilities. Isolation of systems is sometimes difficult due 
to leaking valves in aging or degraded systems. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety, 
improved efficiency, and reduced risk of unplanned utility interruption or damage. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Methods for isolating underground utilities must be 
able to prevent hazardous impacts to workers, the public, and the environment caused by utility 
lines. Isolation methods must be capable of isolating lines with leaking valves or other types of 
degradation. Freeze plugs or other technologies may be acceptable. 

Current Baseline Technology: Isolation methods rely primarily on closing valves in utility 
systems and taking a large utility outage if localized isolation valves are incapable of safe 
isolation. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, TechApp @ wch-rccxom 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Process Sewer Collection and 

Identification No.: RL-D415 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 300 Area 

Need Description: A system for collection and disposal of retention process sewer effluents is 
needed. 

Schedule Requi rements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: Process sewer and retention process sewer systems service multiple 
300 Area buildings, including delayed-release Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) 
laboratories. Requirements for continued operation of the retention process sewer impact the 
release of buildings such as 340 and 307 from the Project Hanford Management Contractor to 
the RCC Contractor for demolition. The 340 and 307 Buildings are near the critical path for field 
remediation activities in the 300 Area. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Schedule acceleration and reduced cost 

Functional Performance Requirements: Methods of collecting and disposing of retention 
process sewer and/or process sewer effluents must be capable of accommodating the operating 
needs of 300 Area tenants, such as the delayed-release PNNL facilities and, while operating, 
the Johnson Controls, Inc. Energy Savings Performance Contract (steam boilers). The 
timeframe for changes, if any, to the retention process sewer or process sewer collection 
systems should be optimized to reflect reductions in stream flows as facilities are deactivated or 
demolished. 

Current Baseline Technology: Retention process sewer effluents from the 324, 327, 325, 
326, and 329 Buildings are collected by gravity at the 307 retention basins and pumped to the 
process sewer and via the 342 lift station to the 310 Treated Effluent Disposal Facility (TEDF). 
Process sewer effluents from other 300 Area buildings are collected by gravity feed to the 
342 lift station and transferred to the TEDF. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, TechApp @ wch-rcc.com 
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Science and Technology Needs Statements 
WCH-36 
Rev. 0 

Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Elimination of Intrusive Building Access 

and Roof Inspections for S&M 

Identification No.: RL-D416 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 100, 300, and 400 Areas 

Need Description: An improved method is desired for meeting surveillance and inspection 
requirements for vacant buildings awaiting demolition. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Currently performing work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: Intrusive facility inspections and roof inspections are required on 
a periodic basis for facilities awaiting demolition. For buildings that are not currently occupied, 
elimination of personnel entry to the facilities and access to building roofs would improve safety 
and reduce costs. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker safety and improved 
efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Surveillance requirements must be sufficient to 
detect conditions that could lead to the release of contamination to workers, the public, and the 
environment or that could cause accelerated degradation of the facility structure that would 
render future entry for deactivation or demolition more costly. Roof inspections must be 
sufficient to determine whether access to building roofs and building interiors is safe. 

Current 6aseline Technology: Periodic facility inspections are performed by entering and 
walking through buildings. Roof inspections are conducted by inspecting the interior of facility 
roofs and, as required, conducting load tests and inspections on exterior building roofs. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, TechApp @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportun it ies Statement 
Techniques for Cutting Radioactive 

Where Torch Cutting is Discouraged 

Identification No.: RL-D417 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Multiple facilities in the 100 and 300 Areas 

Need Description: Improved techniques for cutting and removing equipment or systems in 
radiologically contaminated areas is desired. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Currently performing work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Equipment and components are commonly removed by using cutting 
torches or saws to cut supports, clamps, bolts, flanges, etc., in order to separate the component 
from the facility. In some cases, radioactive contamination of the equipment or area, or 
concerns for combustible loading or fire safety, preclude the use of cutting torches or the 
generation of sparks. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Cutting or removal techniques must prevent the 
release of radioactive materials that would impact the safety of workers, the public, and the 
environment. Radiological safety, fire safety, and safety-basis requirements must be met. 
Remote or semi-remote applications are preferred where radiation dose rates or hazardous 
working conditions exist. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for equipment removal include the use of 
cutting torches or saws to cut supports, clamps, bolts, flanges, etc., or the use of hand or 
powered tools to loosen bolts or clamps. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App@wch-rccxom 
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Technology NeeddOpport un it ies Statement 
Fixatives for Substrates with Corroded Surfaces 

or Degraded Coatings 

Identification No.: RL-D418 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Multiple facilities in the 100, 300, and 400 Areas 

Need Description: Fixatives are needed to prevent the spread of contamination during 
demolition of materials with corroded surfaces or degraded coatings. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Currently performing work. 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Some radioactively contaminated tanks, vessels, pipes, or structures 
have surfaces that are corroded or that have been coated in the past and have degraded (e.g., 
peeling and flaking). Contamination control is needed during demolition of these materials. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
i m p roved eff i ci en cy. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Fixatives used for contamination control must be 
capable of containing radioactive contamination to a degree protective of workers, the public, 
and the environment during demolition. The fixatives must be suitable for use with the planned 
demolition techniques applicable to the situation, such as heavy equipment, torches, saws, 
explosives, etc. Cost-effective materials are required. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for contamination control include sprayed 
or rolled-on paints, coatings, and aerosol fogs. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-t-cc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Decontamination/Survey of Low-Contamination Items for Salvage 

Identification No.: RL-D419 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Multiple facilities in the 100, 300, and 400 Areas 

Need Description: Improved techniques are needed for decontamination and survey/release 
of items and equipment having a low potential for radioactive or chemical contamination. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2005 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Facilities planned for demolition in the 100, 300, and 400 Areas contain 
equipment and property that may be valuable for salvage or reuse. Systems having a very low 
potential for radioactive or chemical contamination may be worth salvaging, but the costs for 
conventional decontamination and/or survey techniques may preclude salvage. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Decontamination and survey techniques must result 
in a net cost and schedule savings for salvage of items versus disposal, while meeting DOE 
release criteria for unrestricted use of equipment or materials. 

Current Baseline Technology: The current baseline for potentially contaminated equipment or 
materials is disposal at the ERDF. Conventional techniques for survey and release of 
equipment are costly, time consuming, and often result in a higher cost than disposal. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App 63 wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-AppQwch-rccxom 
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Technology NeedslOpportunities Statement 
Rapid-Turnaround Characterization Sample Analysis 

Identification No.: RL-D420 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: Multiple facilities in the 100 and 300 Areas 

Need Description: Real-time or near-real-time sample analysis is desirable to provide field 
screening of potential chemical contaminants such as lead, barium, chromium, and beryllium. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2005 
Latest date required: September 30, 201 0. 

Problem Description: Rapid sample turnaround time is desirable for samples used to 
determine whether regulatory cleanup levels have been met for soils or debris remaining 
following building removal, or to determine whether waste disposal requirements are met prior 
to and during demolition. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Decreased cost and schedule. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Improved sample analysis techniques should 
provide the ability to rapidly determine whether ERDF waste acceptance criteria are met or 
whether soil or debris meet environmental cleanup requirements specified in CERCLA 
documentation. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current techniques for characterization require samples to be 
sent offsite for chemical analysis. Sample turnaround times vary from 8 hours to weeks or 
months, depending on the analysis. Toxic characteristic leach procedure (TCLP) analyses are 
an example of an analysis that can adversely impact field activities due to delays. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App 63 wch-t-cc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Sampling and Characterization of N Basins 

Identification No.: RL-IS01 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 105-N basins 

Need Description: Methods are needed for characterization of the 105-N basins to facilitate 
safe, cost-effective demolition of the basins. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: The 105-N basins exhibit relatively high radiation levels compared to 
basins removed during previous ISS activities. Decontamination or shielding may be needed to 
facilitate safe, cost-effective, open-air demolition of the basins. Characterization measurements 
or sampling of the basins are needed to determine whether the elevated dose rates are caused 
by removable contaminants, whether the dose rates would cause waste disposal issues, and 
whether the dose rates are localized or distributed. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
improved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Characterization techniques must provide cost- 
effective and safe methods to identify radioactive constituents of concern and to identify the 
form and distribution of radioactive materials to a degree that allows effective planning of 
decontamination, shielding, and removal of the basins. 

Current Baseline Technology: Historical characterization techniques have included crane- 
deployed sodium iodide gamma measurements, In Situ Object Counting System (ISOCS) 
gamma measurements, gamma cam, and handheld survey instruments. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology NeedslOpportunities Statement 
Decontamination or Shielding of N Basin Surfaces 

Identification No.: RL-IS02 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 105-N basins 

Need Description: Methods are needed for decontamination or shielding of the 105-N basins 
to facilitate safe, cost-effective demolition of the basins. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: The 105-N basins exhibit relatively high radiation levels compared to 
basins removed during previous ISS activities. Decontamination or shielding is needed to 
facilitate safe, cost-effective, open-air demolition of the basins. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
i m p roved efficiency. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Decontamination or shielding methods must provide 
cost-effective reduction of radioactive source term to a degree protective of workers, the public, 
and the environment while facilitating open-air demolition. Scabbling, hydrolasing, blasting, or 
other techniques may be used, provided they do not create waste streams that adversely impact 
the cost and schedule for demolition. Decontamination techniques must be capable of cleaning 
vertical surfaces if required. 

Current Baseline Technology: Scraping, washing, and scabbling have been historically used 
for decontamination. Grout and/or sand have been used for shielding. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology NeeddOpportun it ies Statement 
Demolition Techniques in High Radiation Areas 

Identification No.: RL-IS03 
Date: December 2005 
Facility: 105-N basins 

Need Description: Methods are needed for demolition of the 105-N basins in a potentially high 
radiation area. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: October 1, 2006 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: The 105-N basins exhibit relatively high radiation levels compared to 
basins removed during previous ISS activities. Depending on the ability to effectively 
decontaminate or shield the source term in the basins, it may be necessary to demolish the 
basins with substantial radiation fields and/or contamination levels present. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Increased worker and public safety; 
imp roved efficiency . 

Functional Performance Requirements: Demolition techniques must be capable of avoiding 
undue radiation exposure to workers while preventing the release of radioactive contamination 
to the public or the environment. 

Current Baseline Technology: Heavy equipment driven by an equipment operator is normally 
used for concrete demolition. High radiation dose rates may preclude traditional techniques. 

Site Technical Points of Contact: 
Don McBride, Polestar Applied Technology, (509) 554-9202, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
I m proved Tech no log ies for Detect ion/DeI i neat i o n 

uried Materials 

Identification No.: RL-SS1 0 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Burial ground sites in the 100 and 300 Areas and the 618-10/-11 Burial 
Grounds 

Need Description: Improved technologies are needed for non-intrusive or minimally intrusive 
methods for identifying burial ground contents. A large number of burial grounds were created 
during 50 years of plutonium production. Documentation of materials that were placed in the 
burial grounds is incomplete. To aid in remediation planning, the contents of a burial ground 
need to be determined to the best extent possible prior to excavation. Commercial geophysical 
techniques include a range of ground-penetrating radar and electromagnetic and magnetometer 
techniques that are readily available and provide two-dimensional information about buried 
objects. However, the resolution of these data, especially with respect to the vertical dimension, 
needs to be improved. Additionally, characterization of silos encountered in the burial ground 
prior to opening the silos would assist in planning and may allow for intact removal and disposal. 

Future work in the 300 Area’s industrial section will require detailed delineation of underground 
utilities, including determining whether utilities found are active or inactive. The technique for 
utility delineation needs to be applicable within and around operating industrial buildings. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of defense-related plutonium production resulted in the 
creation of a large number of burial grounds in Hanford’s 100 and 300 Areas. The 100 Areas 
are located along the Columbia River and include nine nuclear reactors previously used for 
plutonium production. The 300 Area is also located along the Columbia River and contains the 
fuel fabrication facilities. Hanford’s burial grounds contain drummed waste and a variety of solid 
waste debris, including construction waste, discarded equipment, and protective clothing. Much 
of this waste is contaminated with low-level radioactive materials. The baseline for the 100 and 
300 Area sites is excavation, treatment as necessary, and disposal at the ERDF. Non-intrusive 
or minimally intrusive investigation and determination of buried materials will aid remediation 
decisions. 

Additionally, the 61 8-1 0 and 61 8-1 1 Burial Grounds (near the 300 Area) contain a variety of low- 
to high-level radioactive wastes, mostly consisting of fission products and plutonium; however, 
various types of metallic and organic chemical wastes are also present. The 618-10 Burial 
Ground operated as a series of 12 trenches and 94 vertical pipe units, each constructed from 
five 55-gal drums that were welded together end-to-end. The trenches were constructed with 
dimensions ranging from 50 ft to 320 ft in length and 40 ft to 70 ft in width, and the trenches 
were each 25 ft deep. The 618-1 1 Burial Ground operated as a series of 3 trenches, 50 vertical 
pipe units (constructed from five 55-gal drums welded together end-to-end), and three to five 
8-ft-diameter caissons (constructed from 1 0-ft lengths of eight-gauge corrugated steel pipe). 
The trenches were 900 ft long and 50 ft wide, and the trenches were each 25 ft deep. 
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At present, gross burial ground delineation and assessment is accomplished with various 
remote-sensing instruments, including ground-penetrating radar and magnetic anomaly 
detection. These methods are effective for identifying certain types of debris, contaminants, and 
changes in subsurface conditions. For example, ground-penetrating radar effectively detects 
physical objects that present a distinctly different reflectively from the surrounding matrix 
(e.g., metal drums or pipes). However, improvements are needed to conclusively identify 
potentially problematic waste forms, such as large areas of drummed waste. 

In the 300 Area’s industrial section remediation will occur in the vicinity of facilities that will 
remain active. Thus, buried utilities mapping will be important to any excavation operation. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Improved pre-excavation characterization 
techniques may reduce overall remediation costs and reduce the risks of encountering 
unexpected material and incurring unexpected costs associated with these materials. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Technology must be a remote-sensing design that is 
capable of non-intrusive or minimally intrusive methods for physical identification of buried 
materials. Some items may be located as deep as 50 ft from the surface, but much of the 
buried waste at Hanford is at depths of less than 20 ft. Physical determination of objects should 
be sensitive enough to accurately differentiate construction debris from drummed waste or other 
potentially problematic waste forms. Horizontal and vertical sensing capabilities are needed to 
define the size of specific waste type features with vertical resolution on the order of a few feet. 

For silokaisson characterization, nondestructive examination and nondestructive assay 
techniques are preferred. The characterization needs to delineate the type and relative quantity 
of radionuclides (e.g., spectral gamma information) and the void volume of the silo. 

Utility delineation is needed for power, communication, sewer, and water utilities. Determination 
of active versus inactive status for utilities is also needed. The primary area requiring utility 
delineation is the 300 Area industrial section. 

Current Baseline Technology: Ground-penetrating radar, electromagnetic induction, 
trenching, and visual examination. The baseline for silo characterization is intrusive sampling. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology NeeddOpport un it ies Statement 
Improved, Real-Time Field Screening u r i ng Excavation 

Identification No.: RL-SS13 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas and the 618-10/-11 
Burial Grounds 

Need Description: Rapid-turnaround field screening techniques are needed to guide remedial 
excavation and to ensure that excavated materials meet waste acceptance criteria prior to 
disposal. Primary metal contaminants of concern include lead, chromium, mercury, arsenic, 
cadmium, antimony, silver, selenium, and barium. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: Millions of cubic yards of contaminated soils will be excavated and 
disposed onsite. Generally, the radioactive contaminants in these soils are the primary drivers 
for remediation, and detection of heavy metals for excavation guidance is not required. Heavy 
metals are common co-contaminants in these soils and may control the ability to cost effectively 
dispose the materials onsite. Soils that contain these heavy metal contaminants but do not fail 
the TCLP test are quickly and cost effectively disposed. Soils that fail the TCLP test either 
require treatment or require time-consuming treatment variances. If TCLP results were easy to 
obtain, soils could be segregated into materials requiring additional treatment and those that 
could be directly disposed; however, the current long turnaround times for TCLP analyses have 
caused operational inefficiencies and higher costs. Effective soil screening can be conducted if 
the technique can quantify down to 20 times the allowable TCLP leachate concentration in the 
soil. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Improved sensitivity compared to the current 
x-ray fluorescence field screening and costkchedule advantages compared to laboratory 
an a I ysi s . 

Functional Performance Requirements: Detection technologies must be portable, easy to 
use, produce little or no secondary waste, and provide near-real-time field screening or quick- 
turnaround results. Detection to levels that would allow for real-time, worst-case LDR 
determinations (e.g., 20 times TCLP limits) are required for these metal contaminants. 
Detection level targets based on soil cleanup goals identified in the Remedial Design 
RepoflRemedial Action Work Plan for the 100 Area (DOE/RL-96-17, Rev. 2) are as follows: 
lead (10.2 mg/kg), chromium (2.0 mg/kg), mercury (0.33 mg/kg), arsenic (20 mg/kg), barium 
(132 mg/kg), cadmium (0.81 mg/kg), antimony (0.6 mg/kg), silver (8 mg/kg), and selenium 
(5 mg/kg)- 

Current Baseline Technology: X-ray fluorescence and discrete sampling/analysis. 
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Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegier, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Detection, Handling, and Treatment of Pyrophoric Materials 

in Burial Grounds 

Identification No.: RL-SS19 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Selected burial grounds in the 300 Area and the 618-10/-11 Burial Grounds 

Need Description: Several different operations that used or generated pyrophoric materials 
were conducted in the 300 Area. The quantity of these materials in 300 Area burial grounds is 
not well documented. However, drums of uranium metal were recently exhumed form the 
61 8-4 Burial Ground, and records indicate that drums of zircaloy are present in the 61 8-7 Burial 
Ground. Improved methods for detecting, handling, and treating suspect pyrophoric materials 
are required. Other pyrophoric materials suspected to exist in currently unexcavated burial 
grounds include magnesium and calcium metals. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of plutonium production resulted in the creation of solid 
waste burial ground sites in the Hanford Site’s 300 Area. The 300 Area contained fuel 
fabrication facilities where uranium and zircaloy were machined. These processes generated 
scrap machining chipslfilings that can have pyrophoric tendencies. Additionally, Hanford may 
have received and buried shipments of uranium chips and other pyrophoric materials from other 
DOE sites. Drums of uranium metal have been discovered in the 618-4 Burial Ground. 
Records indicate that drums of zircaloy chips were also placed in some 300 Area burial grounds 
(e.g., 618-7 Burial Ground). In addition to machining, uranium was also recovered in 
pyrometallurgical processes that used magnesium and calcium metals that can also have 
pyrophoric tendencies. The amount of pyrophoric materials in the 100 Area or the 618-10/-11 
Burial Grounds is not known. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Characterization, handling, and treatment 
technologies are needed provide an effective process for remediation of burial grounds that 
contain pyrophoric materials 

Functional Performance Requirements: Detection technologies should be able to test at 
a dig face or for an excavated drum or container to determine if the materials have pyrophoric 
tendencies and require special handling. Improved handing technologies should allow for 
processing pyrphoric drums within an efficient burial ground remediation setting. Treatment 
technologies need to remove the pyrophoric nature of the material and meet ERDF waste 
acceptance criteria. 

Current Baseline Technology: Baseline procedures for the remaining burial grounds 
potentially containing pyrophoric materials are in the process of being established. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, Tech-App@wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App@wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Field Screening for Fuel 

Identification No.: RL-SS50 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas and the 61 8-1 0/-11 Burial Grounds 

Need Description: During excavation of the 1 18-64 Burial Ground, fuel fragments were 
discovered. There are also potentially fuel fragments in other burial grounds. An efficient 
means for screening large quantities of soil and debris for fuel fragments is needed so these 
items can be segregated from the other material. Methods for dig face, soil stockpiles, or 
potentially, in-container screening are needed. The standard excavation technique for burial 
grounds is to excavate portions of the burial ground and create stock piles that can be field 
characterized as needed. Hand-held or easily deployable instruments are preferred. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of plutonium production resulted in the creation of solid 
waste burial ground sites in the Hanford Site’s 100 and 300 Areas. The records for contents of 
the burial grounds are incomplete. There is the potential for material in the burial grounds that 
will not meet the ERDF waste acceptance criteria. These materials need to be identified and 
segregated from the remainder of the material. Fuel fragments were recently discovered during 
remediation of the 11 8-64 burial ground. Potentially, other burial grounds contain fuel which 
must be segregated for disposal. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Efficient screening of excavated materials for 
materials that need to be segregated is necessary to maintain cost-effective burial ground 
remediation operations. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Field screening technologies need to quickly screen 
large amounts of material to identify potential fuel fragments (e.g., by high-intensity radiation 
from a small source). Complementary screening technology is needed to positively identify the 
potential material as fuel (e.g., through spectral gamma analysis). 

Current Baseline Technology: Current operations use gamma detectors and an ISOCS unit 
for identifying fuel fragments. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461 Tech-App@wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Improved, Real-Ti me 

for 

Identification No.: RL-SS51 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Soil sites and burial 
Burial Grounds 

Field Screening During Excavation 
industrial Safety 

grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas and the 61 8-1 0/-11 

Need Description: Improved field characterization and monitoring techniques are needed to 
support excavation operations at waste sites. Due to the wide variety of chemical hazards that 
may be present at the waste sites, identification of unknown chemicals encountered and 
enhanced monitoring of the working zone are needed to support industrial safety goals. 
Specific items of concern where enhanced techniques are needed include the following: 

0 Monitoring of dust within the working zone, in particular for small size fractions (e.g., PM-IO), 
to verify that dust levels remain below the defined threshold (3.0 mg/m3). A technique for 
field assessment of metals content for dust (e.g., collected on a filter) is also needed. 

Field characterization is needed for unknown materials, including containerized or free 
liquids, containerized or free solid particles (e.g., unknown powders/crystals), and vapors 
(e.g., organics or volatile inorganics such as hydrogen sulfide or mercaptan). Techniques 
must be able to distinguish whether an unknown is a potentially hazardous chemical 
(e.g., explosive, reactive, toxic, or irritant) and, if possible, provide chemical identification. 
Non-invasive or simple field characterization with minimal sample handling or preparation 
and no secondary waste is preferred. 

Field techniques for beryllium determination in soils as part of initial site assessment to 
determine potential hazards. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: Waste sites to be remediated contain a wide variety of chemicals 
unknowns, particularly in burial grounds. If an unknown material is encountered, it must be 
assessed as a potential hazard and to support decisions for handling and waste disposition. If 
quick field techniques are not available, remediation operations must be modified until the 
hazard is assessed. Thus, field characterization and monitoring are needed to support efficient, 
uninterrupted remediation operations. While most types of work-zone monitoring are effective, 
more efficient monitoring of dust, especially at the small particle sizes, is needed. This 
monitoring supports verification that dust control techniques are operating effectively. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Improved technologies may have cost and 
schedule savings by providing quick field information about unknowns and industrial safety 
issues and avoiding interruption of remediation operations. 
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Functional Performance Requirements: Detection technologies must be portable, easy to 
use, produce little or no secondary waste, and provide near-real-time field screening or quick- 
turnaround results. Technologies for containerized waste are needed that can address the 
following types of containers: small glass containers, plastic containers, small metal containers, 
30- and 55-gal drums, and concrete-encased waste inside drums. 

Current Baseline Technology: Sampling and laboratory analysis are the baseline for 
determination of unknowns. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, Tech-App 63 wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-Appawch-rccxom 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Improved Contaminant Fixatives for Soil and Debris 

Identification No.: RL-SS52 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas and the 61 8-1 0/-11 
Burial Grounds 

Need Description: Fixatives for contamination in soil and on debris are needed as for 
contamination control during excavation operations and to temporarily stabilize soil surfaces. 
Specific types of fixative applications include the following: (1 ) contamination control to enable 
handling of debris, (2) pre-wetting of soil for contamination control during soil and debris 
blending step, (3) contamination control for plutonium powder and other powder-form 
radionuclides during remediation of burial ground, and (4) surface stabilization of soil stock piles 
or inactive dig faces 

Schedule Req u i rements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: Waste sites to be remediated contain a wide variety of chemicals and 
radionuclides, particularly in burial grounds. The fixative applications needed during this work 
and associated technical issues are listed below. Baseline techniques are also listed. 

Discrete items 
- 

- Longevity of fixative 
- 

- 

Method of application to not disturb and disperse contamination 

Contamination control during handling of item 
Current technique is hand sprayer with glycerin/linseed oil/water mixture 

Pre-wetting of soil for contamination control during soil and debris blending step 
- Penetration into soil for wetting 

Type of wetting agent 
0 Method of application 
Duration for maintaining soil moisture - 

- Baseline is water 

Contamination control for plutonium powder during remediation of burial ground 
- 

- 

- 

- 

Control of a charged particle 
Control on soil, and debris such as pipe, crates, metal, and concrete 
Stabilization and control during excavation 
Must be effective during remediation work in winds up to approximately 20 mph and at 
a wide range of temperature/precipitation conditions 
Method of application must not disturb and disperse contamination - 
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- Longevity of fixative 
- Baseline is water, CaCI2 solution, or dust bond based on similar applications 

(Le., 300 Area and 100-N Area boulders) 

0 Surface stabilization of soil stock piles or inactive dig faces 
- Stabilize for extreme weather while work is shut down 

e Winds from 20 to 60 mph 
e Typical Hanford precipitation event should not reduce fixative effectiveness 

0 Wide range of temperatures 
Retain ability to readily excavate through fixative layer and remove soiVdebris 
Method of application for relatively quick curing time, stabilize large surface area, and 
not disturb and disperse contamination. 
Baseline is clean soil cover. 

- 

- 

- 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Improved fixatives are needed to enhance 
contamination control. 

Functional Performance Requirements: See problem description. 

Current Baseline Technology: See problem description. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, TechApp @ wch-rcccom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App@wch-rcc.com 
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Tech n o I o g y Need s/O p port u n it i es Stat em en t 
Improved Ex Situ Treatment to Stabilize LDR Soils 

Identification No.: RL-SS53 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas and the 61 8-1 0/-11 
Burial Grounds 

Need Description: A stabilization technology that can be easily applied to large volumes of soil 
with minimal impact on standard remediation practices is needed to enable soils classified as 
LDR to meet ERDF waste acceptance criteria. Typical LDR soil problems include barium, 
chromate, and mercury, although other metals may be of concern. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: Waste sites to be remediated contain a wide variety of metals 
contamination. Some of the excavated soils are LDR and require treatment prior to disposal at 
ERDF. Current grouting stabilization has been useful for the relatively low amount of LDR 
waste that was processed previously. Waste sites to be addressed in the future (e.g., burial 
grounds) are more likely to contain LDR soils. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Cost and schedule could be reduced with an 
efficient LDR soil treatment process that could be readily integrated with remediation operations. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The LDR treatment must meet the ERDF waste 
acceptance criteria. Treatments with simple blending of additives and minimal volume increase 
are preferred. 

Current Baseline Technology: Grout stabilization is the baseline technology. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, Tech-App@ wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
In Situ Stabilization of Chromate, Lead, Barium, and Mercury 

in the Vadose Zone 

Identification No.: RL-SS54 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Soil sites in the 100 and 300 Areas 

Need Description: In cases where the extent of contamination extends approximately 15 ft 
below ground surface, in situ techniques are needed to stabilize contaminants and prevent 
contamination of groundwater. In situ treatment is the most important for large or deep areas 
not amenable to excavation. The most problematic contaminants include chromate, lead, 
barium, and mercury. Vadose zone concentrations can be in the 1000’s of mg/kg. 

Schedule Req u i rements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: At some waste sites, contamination extends below the limit of standard 
excavation procedures. Excavation of near-surface contamination is necessary to meet 
remediation goals. Below approximately 15 ft, remediation goals are to protect the 
groundwater. In situ stabilization of contaminants so they do not continue to move toward or 
into the groundwater may be a viable alternative to meet this deep contamination goal. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: In situ treatment may be less expensive than 
deep excavation techniques. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Contaminants must be stabilized to the extent that 
they do not pose a threat to groundwater. The extent of stabilization needed is dependent on 
the specific site conditions and concentrations present. Contaminant concentrations of up to 
1000’s of mg/kg are possible. 

Current Baseline Technology: A baseline approach other than deep excavation has not been 
identified. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @ wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportun it ies Statement 
Safe Stabilization of Containerized Liquids 

Identification No.: RL-SS55 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): Burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas and the 61 8-1 O M 1  Burial Grounds 

Need Description: Numerous small containers of liquids have been uncovered in recent burial 
ground operations and are expected during future remediation. A means of safely stabilizing 
these liquids (i.e., converting them so there are no free liquids) while maintaining contamination 
containment (e.g., for hazardous vapors) is needed. The mechanism of stabilization must be 
suitable for meeting ERDF waste acceptance criteria. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2007. 

Problem Description: A large variety of liquid waste in small containers is expected to be 
uncovered in burial ground remediation operations. A significant amount of effort is required to 
handle these wastes and safely render them into a form suitable for disposal. 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Cost savings may be realized through 
a more efficient means of processing small containers of liquid waste. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technique must provide a safe and simple-to- 
implement method to meet the waste acceptance criteria for disposal at ERDF. 

Current Baseline Technology: The baseline technique is manual handling and use of 
absorbents or other stabilizing materials. 

Site Technical Point of Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 376-5461, Tech-App @ wch-rccxom 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-App @wch-rcc.com 
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Technology Needs/Opportunities Statement 
Waste Segregation for Contact- and Remote-Handled 

TRU Soil and Debris 

Identification No.: RL-SS56 
Date: December 2005 
Operable Unit(s): 61 8-1 0/-11 Burial Grounds 

Need Description: Technologies are needed to segregate contaminated material retrieved 
from the burial grounds based on waste designation. Waste soils or debris with more than 
100 nCi of TRU contamination per gram of waste do not meet current waste acceptance criteria 
for onsite disposal and would need to be segregated for offsite disposal. The first waste 
segregation will be for contact-handled versus remote-handled waste. For each of these waste 
categories, a technology is needed to separate TRU from non-TRU waste. Waste forms to be 
assayed may include contaminated soil, debris, small containers, concrete-encased waste in 
55-gal drums, and large waste storage units (see below for further description). Technologies 
that provide segregation on a wide variety of waste configurations are preferred to technologies 
that require a specific packaged configuration (e.g., packaged waste). The technologies must 
be compatible with remote waste handling. 

Schedule Requirements: 
Earliest date required: Work is currently underway. 
Latest date required: September 30, 2008. 

Problem Description: This need pertains to two burial grounds located north of Hanford’s 
300 Area. Summaries of the construction and waste contents for each burial ground are 
provided below: 

61 8-1 0 Burial Ground: 

The 61 8-1 0 Burial Ground is approximately 148 m by 143 m (485 ft by 470 ft), oriented 
northwest by southeast, and consists of 12 trenches and 94 vertical pipe units. The vertical 
pipe units were constructed from five 208-L (55-gal) drums welded together end-to-end. 
The trenches were constructed with dimensions ranging from 15 m to 98 m (50 ft to 320 ft) 
in length and 12 m to 21 m (40 ft to 70 ft) in width; depth of the trenches was 7.6 m (25 ft). 
The burial ground has been stabilized with a cover of clean fill. 

The 61 8-1 0 Burial Ground received high-level, low-level, and TRU waste. Until 1960, some 
high-level and TRU wastes were disposed in cardboard containers with contact doses up to 
500 Wh, although most high-level waste was interred in concrete-filled 208-L (55-gal) 
drums. After 1960, the high-level waste was packaged in “milk pail” disposal cans and 
interred in the vertical pipe units. Total TRU estimate for the 618-10 Burial Ground site is 
1 to 2 kg dispersed throughout the site. During stabilization activities at the site in 1983, 
a quantity of oil appeared on the surface after heavy equipment drove over a portion of the 
site. 
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0 618-1 1 Burial Ground: 

The 61 8-1 1 Burial Ground is approximately 1 14 m by 305 m (375 ft by 1,000 ft), oriented 
east-west, and consists 3 trenches, 50 vertical pipe units (constructed from five 208-L 
(55-gal) drums welded together end-to-end), and three to five 2.4-m (8-ft)-diameter caissons 
(constructed from 3-m (1 0-ft) lengths of eight-gauge corrugated steel pipe). The trenches 
were 274 m (900 ft) long and 15 m (50 ft wide); the depth of the trenches was 7.6 m (25 ft). 
The burial ground has been stabilized with a cover of clean fill. 

The 61 8-1 1 Burial Ground received high-level, low-level, and TRU waste. As in the 61 8-1 0 
Burial Ground, some high-level and TRU wastes were disposed in cardboard containers 
with contact doses up to 500 R/h, although most high-level waste was interred in the vertical 
pipe units and, after June 1964, in the caissons. Waste materials in vertical pipe units and 
caissons may be packed inside cans of various sizes (e.g., 1 L, 19 L, and 57 L [0.3 gal, 
5 gal, and 15 gal]). Some TRU waste was encased in concrete for disposal to burial ground 
trenches. Total TRU estimate for the 618-1 1 Burial Ground site is 5 to 10 kg dispersed 
throughout the site. 

Chemical species in the burial grounds may include solid metallic sodium, beryllium residues, 
contaminated lead shielding, technetium oxide, promethium oxide, zirconium cladding, 
potentially pyrophoric metal turnings, thorium oxide, other thorium compounds, and uranium 
compounds. Radioactive isotopes may include carbon-I 4, cobalt-60, zinc-65, strontium-90 
ruthenium-I 03 iodine-I 31 , cesium-I 37, cerium-I 44, promethium-I 47, radium-226, thorium-232, 
u raniu m-233, uranium-235, nept uniu m-237, u ran ium-238, plutinium-238, pl u toni um-238, 
plutonium-240, americium-241, and curium-244. 

Additional information about the wastes in the 618-10/-11 Burial Grounds is described in 
Characterization of the 618- I I Solid Waste Burial Ground, Disposed Waste, and Description of 
the Waste-Generating Facilities (HNF-EP-0649, Rev. 0). 

Benefit to the Project Baseline of Filling Need: Efficient segregation of waste materials will 
enhance waste processing operations. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology must be able to operate in a burial 
ground environment. The characterization technology needs to be capable of segregating TRU 
(100 nCi/g) in the presence of high radiation from the object being characterized and potentially 
high background radiation. Recognizing that the configuration of the waste is variable, the 
technology must provide information sufficient for remediation personnel to interpret whether the 
waste needs to be handled and packaged as TRU. 

Current Baseline Technology: A baseline has not yet been established. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: 
Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 37’6-5461, Tech-App 63 wch-rcc.com 
Kim Koegler, WCH, (509) 373-4736, Tech-Appawch-rcc.com 
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APPENDIX A 

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROJECT FISCAL YEAR 2005 
SUMMARY REPORT OF TECHNOLOGY ACCOMPLIS~MENTS 

The following report discusses the Environmental Restoration Contractor’s fiscal year 2005 
technology accomplishments, which are a predecessor to the River Corridor Contract (RCC) 
Project. The RCC Project’s technology program represents a continuation of these science and 
technology activities for the environmental restoration of the Hanford Site. 
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t of Technolo 

Bechtel Hanford, Inc. 

August 26,2005 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Technology Application Program supports the Richland Environmental Restoration (ER) 
Project by championing the deployment of technologies that can improve on the technology 
baseline. This support involves direct integration with ER projects where the Technology 
A p p I ica t i on G roup identifies a p p ro p r i a t e de p I oya b I e/d e m on st ra b I e tech n ol og i es and coo rd i nates 
efforts to obtain funding from outside the ER Project. To guide the technology identification 
process, the Technology Application Group aids the project in describing technology needs for 
communication with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and other groups. The Technology 
Application Group also supports the projects by providing technical assistance for technology- 
related issues. 

The Environmental Restoration Contractor (ERC) is committed to identifying and deploying 
technology to improve on project baselines. Highlights of ERC activities include the following: 

To date, the ERC has reviewed over 700 technologies as potential improvements to the 
project baseline. In fiscal year 2005 (FY05), over 100 technologies were reviewed for 
application to ERC projects. 

Since FY96, 75 new technologies have been deployed, resulting in improved safety, 
improved schedules, decreased technical risk, and significant cost savings. A total of 
107 deployments have occurred in this timeframe, when uses of new technologies in 
multiple projects are considered. 

Four new technologies were deployed in FY05. A total of five deployments occurred in this 
timeframe, when uses of new technologies in multiple projects are considered. 

Since FY96, over $141 million in life-cycle cost savings has been realized from technology 
deployments. Over this timeframe, $24 million of funding from outside the ER Project has 
been obtained from multiple sources to help support deployments and technology-related 
activities. In FY05, life-cycle cost savings of over $1.6 million resulted from the technologies 
deployed . 

HIGHLIGHTED TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES 

Facilities Decommissioning Project Technology €valuation Highlights 

The ER Project completed demolition of the 31 3 Building. The 31 3 Building is a large facility 
used for fuel manufacturing that is contaminated with uranium and beryllium. Locations of 
beryllium contamination needed to be identified and the beryllium needed to be fixed to ensure 
no airborne contamination during decommissioning. The building was successfully demolished 
with no release of airborne beryllium contamination. Technology provided the following support 
for this effort: 
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0 Beryllium characterization 

- An interoffice memorandum provided a review of historic operational reports from the 
300 Area to identify fires and other operational conditions that are indicative of specific 
characterization needs for decommissioning of the 31 3 and 31 4 Facilities. 

- The status of developing in-field beryllium characterization techniques was reviewed, 
and a colorometric technique was identified for future use. 

0 Beryllium fixatives 

- A technology needs statement for beryllium fixatives states that airborne beryllium is 
hazardous, and sometimes fatal, to human health, potentially resulting in chronic 
beryllium disease and beryllium sensitization. 

- An interoffice memorandum describing the results of an evaluation of beryllium fixatives 
was completed and delivered to the Facilities Decommissioning Project. 

- Information was obtained about encapsulants for the 31 3 Building foundation slab. 

- Information was obtained about fixatives for potential use to contain beryllium 
contamination on the demolition pile until the material was loaded for disposal. 

- Foster@ 32-60 and 32-21 fixatives for use in Building 313 were evaluated as potential 
technologies to cover surfaces potentially contaminated with beryllium prior to 
performing decommissioning work. 

- The CC Wet H and CC FixTM combination capture coating and fixative was demonstrated 
at the 313 Building as a technique to cover surfaces potentially contaminated with 
beryllium prior to performing decommissioning work. 

- CC Wet H and CC Fix combination fixative coating was deployed in the 313 Building to 
cover surfaces potentially contaminated with beryllium prior to performing 
decommissioning work. 

- The Martin@ Fog Cannon was deployed at the 313 Building to suppress dust during 
demolition. The Fog Cannon has greater coverage and used less water than the 
traditional fire hose technique for dust suppression. 

The Technology Application Program supported decommissioning of the 107-N Facility. This 
facility was used to cool, filter, and demineralize N Reactor spent fuel basin water. The high- 
dose-rate and fission products in residual waste within some of the building equipment 
presented technical challenges for decommissioning. Technology provided the following 
support for this effort: 

Foster@ 32-60 and 32-21 are registered trademarks of Foster Products, Arlington Heights, Illinois. 
CC Wet HTM and CC FixTM are trademarks of InstaCote, Inc. Corporation, Erie, Michigan. 
Martin@ Fog Cannon is a registered trademark of Martin Engineering, Neponset, Illinois. 
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0 Identified options for retrieval of high-dose waste material from equipment. 

0 Identified barium stabilization technologies. 

0 Provided information about grouting radioactive contaminated sludge. 

0 Deployed ExcelTN scaffolding at the 107-N Facility. The scaffolding is an improvement over 
baseline scaffolding in that it has quick assembly connectors, which significantly reduce the 
time for erecting and disassembling the scaffold. 

Remedial Action Project Technology Evaluation Highlights 

Planning for remediation of the 618-7 Burial Ground was conducted in FY05. The burial ground 
includes numerous waste drums, some of which contain pyrophoric zircaloy chips. Test pit 
investigation identified the need for a remotely operated field characterization system for 
determining which drums contain zircaloy. Technology provided the following support for this 
effort: 

0 Rigorous technology review of characterization options. 

0 Preparation of conceptual design to integrate technologies into a field characterization 
system. 

An interoffice memorandum was completed to document a technology review and 
conceptual design for a remotely operated characterization system to determine if drums 
excavated from the 61 8-7 Burial Ground contain pyrophoric zircaloy. 

The 1 1 6-C-3 chemical tanks contain high-dose, caustic liquid and potential remote-handled 
transuranic solids. These waste tanks were used for fuel element decladding that produced 
a waste similar to the waste in the large Hanford Site radioactive waste tanks. Tanks and waste 
must be retrieved, treated, and disposed. Limited access is available to the tanks. Technology 
provided the following support for this effort: 

0 Technology review to support formulation of remediation alternatives in the Engineering 
Study including the following items: 

0 Waste retrieval 
0 Waste separations 
0 Contaminant fixatives 

Tank dismantling 
0 Waste solidification materials. 

0 An interoffice memorandum was issued that describes technology components that are part 
of the remediation alternatives evaluated in an engineering study for the 1 16-C-3 chemical 
tanks. 

0 The hand-held x-ray fluorescence (XRF) system procured with Technology Application 
Program funds last FY was deployed in the 100 and 300 Areas for characterization of waste 
materials. 

ExcelTN is a tradename of Excel Modular Scaffold and Leasing Corporation, Plymouth, Massachusetts. 
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Technology Date 

SUMMARY OF DEPLOYMENTS 

Automatic locking scaffolding 
Fog cannon 
Beryl I i u m fixative 

Facilities Decommissioning 
Project 

A list of the technology deployments for FY05 and previous years is shown in Attachment 1. 
The deployments for FY05 are listed in Table A-I. Fact sheets describing each deployment in 
detail are also available through the Technology Application Group. 

June 2005 
April 2005 

March 2005 

Table A-I. Technology Deployments in FY04. 

I Remedial Action Project I X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyzer October 2004 

A utoma tic /ocking sca ffoldinq: Auto m at ic I oc ki ng scaf f o I d i n g is a m od u la r , positive- loc ki n g 
system scaffold. Trigger-release horizontal bearers are attached to vertical legs without the use 
of hand tools, which reduces the need for tedious, repetitive clamp tightening that is typically 
associated with baseline scaffolding. The components include pre-manufactured, snap-together 
attachments such as swing gates, floor hatches, lifting devices, and ladders. 

Fog cannon: The Martin Fog Cannon dust suppression system uses a high-powered fan and 
patented plug-free nozzles to propel a continuous jet of 77 to 11 0 micron particles in an air/ 
water/surface-active additive mist that agglomerates airborne solids and prevents the escape of 
fugitive dust. The system provides an effective dust control mist over a wide area, with 
a spraying range of up to 50 m. 

Bervllium fixative: The beryllium fixative consists of a capture coating (CC Wet H) and a fixative 
(CC Fix). The capture coating is a glycerin/water-based product with a surfactant to increase 
permeability and a fluorescent dye for visual verification of coverage. It is applied to all surfaces 
in sufficient quantities to permeate the dust but not to cause pooling. The water is then allowed 
to evaporate from the capture coat for 24 hours. Due to the glycerin content of the capture 
coating, the solution retains a gel-like consistency after the water evaporates. The fixative 
material is then applied to the capture coat. A blue dye in the fixative material allows visual 
verification of coverage. After the fixative and capture coat react and cure, the contamination is 
embedded in the resultant solid fixative material. 

X-rav fluorescence (XRF) analyzer: The handheld XRF analyzer is a high-resolution detector 
system that features a miniature x-ray tube instead of containing a radioactive isotope source to 
generate x-rays. The XRF analyzer docks into a testing stand for operation by personal 
computer (PC) or personal digital assistant. The portable XRF analyzer can be quickly 
configured with new elements and/or multitude of calibrations by the user in the field or at the 
factory. 
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Need Title 

DESCRIPTION OF DEMONSTRATIONS 

~~ 

RL-DD95 

RL-DD96 

RL-DD97 

RL-DD98 

RL-DD99 

Foster 32-60 and 32-21 fixatives and the CC Wet H and CC Fix combination capture coating 
and fixative were demonstrated for potential use at the 313 Building as technologies to cover 
surfaces potentially contaminated with beryllium prior to performing decommissioning work. 

Characterization of Hot Spots Caused by Mud Daubers in the 100 Area 

T- I Tank Sludge Remote Grouting Technique for the 107-N Building 

1303-N Spacer Silo Removal and Sampling 

Fixatives for Large Piping Systems 

Dust/Water Control During Demolition 

TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

To guide the technology evaluation activities, science and technology (S&T) plans were 
developed for each of the projects. These plans document the approach and activities 
associated with providing S&T support to each project. The S&T plans document the project 
workscope, identify activities of high technical risk or opportunities for operational 
improvements, define technology needs based upon the identified risks and opportunities, and 
provide the Technology Application Group’s action plan to address the identified needs. 

Table A-2 identifies the technology needs that were identified for FY05. 

Table A-2. Technology Needs Identified for FY05. 

I Facilities Decommissioning I 
I RL-DD93 I Real-Time Monitoring for Airborne Beryllium in the 300 Area I 
I RL-DD94 I Fixatives for Containing Beryllium in the 300 Area I 

I RL-DD100 I N Reactor Interim Safe Storage Techniques I 
I Remedial Action Project I 
I RL-SS10 I Improved Technologies for Detection/Delineation of Buried Materials I 

RL-SS 1 3 
Improved, Real-Time Field Screening During ,Excavation for Heavy Metals 
with ,Emphasis on the Following: Lead, Chromium, Mercury, Arsenic, and 
Barium 

I RL-SS19 I Detection, Handling, and Treatment of Pyrophoric Materials in Burial Grounds I 
I 

~~ I RL-SS50 I Field Screening for Fuel Fragments 

The following key technology activities were accomplished in FY05. This list is based on 
monthly report input for ERC technology-related activities and is in addition to the activities 
addressed elsewhere in this report: 
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22 

13 

e Expansive grout deployment 

- The Facilities Decommissioning Project applied expansive grout as a potential means to 
demolish the T-1 tank pedestals in the 107-N Facility. However, the Dexpan@ expansive 
grout used by the project was unsuccessful in demolishing the tank pedestals. 

e Technology information 

- 

- Soil stabilization technology 
- 

- 

- 

Characterization for contamination spread by mud dauber wasps 

Relevant epoxy fixatives for use in 100-N Area remedial action 
Encapsulants for the 313 Building foundation slab 
Potential sealant materials for use at the 600-1 08 vault. 

TECHNOLOGIES EVALUATED AND ON FILE IN FISCAL YEAR 2005 

In support of the projects, the Technology Application Group provided reviews of individual 
technologies and maintains these reviews on file. In addition, need-specific multiple technology 
screening reports were prepared and delivered to the projects as either interoffice memoranda 
or as a Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI) report. The subjects of these reports for FY05 are listed in 
Table A-3. Summary descriptions of the technology reviews completed in FY05 are provided in 
the next section. 

Table A-3. FY05 Technology Screening Reports. 

Project 

~ 

Facilities 
Decommissioning 

Remedial Action 

Number of 

Screened 
Report Subject Technologies 

Void Fillers I 9 

107-N Hatch Tar Removal I 6 

Expansive Grouts I 13 

Beryllium Fixatives I 10 

Demolition Pile Fixatives I 5 

Technology Information to Support Assessment of 
Remediation Alternatives for the 1 16-C-3 Chemical 
Tanks 

25 

Dexpan* is a registered trademark of Archer Company USA, Inc., Santa Teresa, New Mexico. 
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FISCAL YEAR 2005 TECHNOLOGY REVIEW SUMMARIES 

Remedial Action Technoloaies 

Technology Name: Flashlink@ Wireless System, Remote Temperature Sensor 
Technology Need: RL-SS19; Detection, Handling, and Treatment of Pyrophoric Materials 
in Burial Grounds 
File: 041 22004 

The Flashlink system is manufactured as a wireless, multi-sensor system for remotely 
monitoring temperature or other sensed parameters and monitoring these parameters on a PC. 
The system is used in industry but could be readily adapted for use in monitoring the 
temperature of excavated drums by selecting an appropriate sensor (e.g., thermocouple) with 
the remote sensor unit. The PC software allows plotting of temperature trends and could be 
used to monitor and alarm based on sensed drum temperature. The sensors can be up to 
600 ft from the receiver/PC. A repeater can be used to place the sensors up to 1,900 ft from the 
receiver/PC. At the 61 8-7 Burial Ground, intact nonradioactive drums will be characterized to 
determine if they contain pyrophoric zircaloy. While the drums are staged and awaiting 
characterization, they may need to be monitored to ensure that there is no pyrophoric reaction 
occurring in the drum. A remotely monitored system with an alarm feature is preferred so 
personnel do not need to physically monitor the drums. There is no baseline established for this 
operation to date. The Flashlink system appears to be the industry standard for remote 
temperature monitoring. There are several other manufacturers with similar systems used in 
a factory setting for remote monitoring. The characteristics of the system appear adequate for 
the type of temperature monitoring needed by the project. 

Current Disposition: Information about this system has been provided to the project for 
consideration. 

Faci I it ies Decommission i ng Tech no log ies 

Technology Name: Lag-Kote@ 
Technology Need: RL-DD094 
File: 01 121 704 

Lag-Kote is a fixative originally designed for containing asbestos fibers. It is a water-based 
product that is generally sprayed on with garden sprayers and airless sprayers in areas 
containing loose asbestos fibers. It dries into a hard, white, leathery surface. BHI is looking for 
fixatives to contain beryllium during facility decommissioning. The Rocky Flats DOE site treats 
beryllium as asbestos and uses asbestos fixatives. Because no beryllium-contaminated 
facilities have been decommissioned previously at the Hanford Site, there is no baseline 
beryllium fixative. Lag-Kote was recommended by the manufacturer as a potential fixative for 
the situation at Hanford; however, Lag-Kote preparation requires that surfaces be cleaned of 
dust prior to application. Lag-Kote has been used successfully for asbestos abatement. 
Lagkote costs $24.45/gal and the coverage is 600 sq ft/gal at 1 mil. 

Flashlink@ is a registered trademark of DeltaTRAK, Inc., Pleasanton, California. 
Lag-Kate* is a registered trademark of Fiberlock Technologies, Inc., Andover, Massachusetts. 
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Current Disposition: Not recommended as a beryllium fixative at Hanford because the 
surfaces will not be cleaned prior to fixative application. 

Technology Name: Resid-Lock@ 
Technology Need: RL-DD094 
File: 021 21 704 

Resid-Lock is a fixative originally designed for containing asbestos fibers. It is a water-based 
product that is generally sprayed on with garden sprayers and airless sprayers in areas 
containing loose asbestos fibers. It dries hard with a slightly glossy surface. The Rocky Flats 
DOE site uses Resid-Lock for decommissioning beryllium-contaminated facilities. BHI is looking 
for fixatives to contain beryllium during facility decommissioning. Rocky Flats treats beryllium as 
asbestos and uses asbestos fixatives. Because no beryllium-contaminated facilities have been 
decommissioned previously at the Hanford Site, there is no baseline beryllium fixative. 
Resid-Lock has been used at Rocky Flats on cleaned surfaces. Penetration into existing dust 
may not be adequate. The manufacturer recommends other products that may be diluted to 
increase penetration. Resid-Lock has been used successfully for asbestos abatement. 
Resid-Lock costs $16.00/gal and coverage is 360 sq fuga1 at 1 mil. 

Current Disposition: This product was not recommended to the Facilities Decommissioning 
Project for beryllium containment because other products are expected to penetrate the dust 
better. 

Technology Name: FibertackTM 
Technology Need: RL-DD094 
File: 031 21 704 

Fibertack is a fixative originally designed for containing asbestos fibers. It is a water-based 
product that is generally sprayed on with garden sprayers and airless sprayers in areas 
containing loose asbestos fibers. It dries hard with a tacky surface, which aids in capturing any 
asbestos that may become airborne during asbestos removal. BHI is looking for fixatives to 
contain beryllium during facility decommissioning. The Rocky Flats DOE site treats beryllium as 
asbestos and uses asbestos fixatives. Because no beryllium-contaminated facilities have been 
decommissioned previously at the Hanford Site, there is no baseline beryllium fixative. 
Fibertack may be diluted to increase penetration into existing dust. Fibertack has been used 
successfully for asbestos abatement. Fibertack is not designed for long-term outside use and 
degrades with exposure to ultraviolet light. Fibertack costs $1 6.1 O/gal and coverage is 150 to 
200 sq fugal. 

Current Disposition: Fibertack has been recommended to the Facilities Decommissioning 
P ro j ec t . 

Resid-Look@ is a registered trademark of Fiberlock Technologies, Inc., Andover, Massachusetts. 
FibertackTM is a trademark of Fiberlock Technologies, Inc., Andover, Massachusetts. 
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Technology Name: CC Wet HTM 
Technology Need: RL-DD094 
File: 050331 05 

CC Wet H is a capture coat that has been used at the Rocky Flats Environmental Test Site for 
capturing beryllium contamination. It is a glycerin-based product that is designed to capture 
airborne beryllium and then interact with CC Fix to form a fixative that captures the beryllium in 
its matrix. BHI is looking for fixatives to contain beryllium during D&D. Rocky Flats treats 
beryllium as asbestos and uses several asbestos fixatives. Because no beryllium-contaminated 
facilities have been decommissioned previously at the Hanford Site, there is no baseline 
beryllium fixative. CC Wet H is a proven capture coat for beryllium; however, it, by itself, is not 
a fixative. CC Wet H costs approximately $1 14/gal. 

Current Disposition: This product has been recommended to the project based upon its 
successful use at Rocky Flats. 

Technology Name: CC FixTM 
Technology Need: RL-DD094 
File: 060331 05 

CC Fix is a fixative that has been used at the Rocky Flats Environmental Test Site for capturing 
beryllium contamination. It is designed to be used by itself, or to chemically react with CC Wet, 
to fix contamination in a matrix. BHI is looking for fixatives to contain beryllium during D&D. 
Rocky Flats treats beryllium as asbestos and uses several asbestos fixatives. Because no 
beryllium-contaminated facilities have been decommissioned previously at the Hanford Site, 
there is no baseline beryllium fixative. CC Fix is a proven fixative for beryllium. 

Current Disposition: This product has been recommended to the project based upon its 
successful use at Rocky Flats. 

Technology Name: Foster@ 32-60 
Technology Need: RL-DD094 
File: 070331 05 

Foster 32-60 is a polymeric, water-based coating for fixing asbestos. It penetrates and “wets 
out” all types of asbestos quickly and thoroughly, including amosite and crocidolite. As it 
penetrates through the asbestos-containing material, it absorbs onto the individual fibers to lock 
them together. BHI is looking for fixatives to contain beryllium during D&D. Rocky Flats treats 
beryllium as asbestos and uses several asbestos fixatives. Because no beryllium-contaminated 
facilities have been decommissioned previously at the Hanford Site, there is no baseline 
beryllium fixative. Foster 32-60 is a proven technology for asbestos abatement. The cost for 
the material is $9.30/gal with coverage of approximately 100 to 400 sq ft/gal. 

Current Disposition: This product failed to contain the beryllium during a demonstration; 
therefore, it was not recommended for use with beryllium contamination. 

CC Wet HTMand CC FixTM are trademarks of InstaCote, Erie, Michigan. 
Foster@ 32-60 and 32-21 are registered trademarks of Foster Products, Arlington Heights, Illinois. 
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Technology Name: Foster@ 32-21 
Technology Need: RL-DD094 
File: 080331 05 

Foster 32-21 is a latex/water-based coating for fixing asbestos. It is a single component that 
penetrates deeply into asbestos-containing materials and then dries to form a firm, lightweight, 
damage-resistant surface. BHI is looking for fixatives to contain beryllium during D&D. Rocky 
Flats treats beryllium as asbestos and uses several asbestos fixatives. Because no beryllium- 
contaminated facilities have been decommissioned previously at the Hanford Site, there is no 
baseline beryllium fixative. Foster 32-21 is a proven technology for asbestos abatement. The 
material costs $9.95/gal with coverage of approximately 100 sq ft/gal. 

Current Disposition: This product is being tested by the project. 

Technology Name: Hornweld* 
Technology Need: Encapsulant for the 313 Building slab 
File: 09062805 

Hornweld is a redispersable liquid bonding agent and polymer modifier for cement mortars. 
Hornweld is a high film build, co-polymer or polyvinyl acetate emulsion, and it acts to create 
a chemical bond to reinforce the physical bond that is created between new cement and older 
concrete. An encapsulant is needed to capture and fix beryllium contamination on the 
31 3 Building slab until the area is remediated, which may be 5 to 10 years in the future. There 
is no baseline for slabs; however, below-grade monoliths (such as those in the 100 Areas) are 
covered with clean soil and left until the Remedial Action Project clears the location. Hornweld 
alone will not meet the requirements for encapsulating the 313 Building slab. It would, however, 
increase the likelihood of successful long-term encapsulation if a concrete product (e.g., 
concrete, shotcrete, or self-leveling grout) was used by enhancing the bond between the slab 
and the encapsulating material. The product costs approximately 5@/sq ft ($54 for 5 gal, 
200 to 250 sq ft/gal). 

Current Disposition: Recommended to the project for use. 

Technology Name: Polymeric Barrier System (PBS)TN 
Technology Need: Encapsulant for the 313 Building slab 
File: 10062905 

The Polymeric Barrier System (PBS) is a non-toxic, water-based solution that forms an 
impermeable barrier between hazardous or contaminated materials and the environment. PBS 
is used on surfaces to lock down loose contamination and prevent leaching of contaminants 
after decontamination efforts. PBS is commonly used to stabilize large plant components, 
concrete, valves, and other problematic radiological waste items prior to shipment. An 
encapsulant is needed to capture and fix beryllium contamination on the 31 3 Building slab until 
the area is remediated, which may be 5 to 10 years in the future. There is no baseline for slabs; 
however, below-grade monoliths (such as those in the 100 Areas) are covered with clean soil 

Hornweld@ is a registered trademark of TAMMS Industries, Kirkland, Illinois. 
Polymeric Barrier System ( PBS)TN is a tradename of Bartlett Services, Inc., Plymouth, Massachusetts. 

~ ~ _ _ _ _  
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and left until the Remedial Action Project clears the location. The company was unable to state 
how long the material would last, and they stated that it has properties similar to latex paint. 
Using PBS may require re-encapsulating at a later date. 

Current Disposition: Not recommended for use. 

Technology Name: Polyurea 
Technology Need: Encapsulant for the 313 Building slab 
File: 11 062905 

InstaCoteTM polyurea coatings are durable, permanent coatings used to fix contamination in 
areas of heavy traffic. They are also used to provide point-source containment and stop liquid 
leaks from contaminating process work areas. These coatings are widely used in the 
commercial nuclear power industry for contamination control. The InstaCote coating material is 
a polyurea film composed of a pre-polymerized resin and a “hardener” of diisocyanate. The 
polymer formulation is similar to polyurethane but has added amino groups. The setting time to 
harden is 5 to 30 seconds, and the coating will cure in 24 to 48 hours. The temperature of the 
area to be coated should be a minimum of 12.8”C (55°F). The material was demonstrated at 
C Reactor and was the better fixative of the three that were tested. It is approved for waste 
packaging at the Hanford Site. An encapsulant is needed to capture and fix beryllium 
contamination on the 31 3 Building slab until the area is remediated, which may be 5 to 10 years 
in the future. There is no baseline for slabs; however, below-grade monoliths (such as those in 
the 100 Areas) are covered with clean soil and left until the Remedial Action Project clears the 
location. The InstaCote polyurea has ultraviolet light inhibiters and would be expected to last an 
indefinable amount of time. The cost of the material is $37.27/gal with coverage of 12.7 sq ft/gal 
at 1/8-in. thickness. 

Current Disposition: Recommended as a potential encapsulant to the project. 

Technology Name: Beryllium (Be) Finder 
Technology Need: Characterizinglscreening for beryllium contamination in the field 
File: 1 2062805 

The Be Finder method entails swiping the surface suspected of having beryllium contamination 
with a wipe, dissolving the beryllium on the swipe, and then testing a small fraction of this 
solution by fluorescence after it is combined with a dye solution. The remaining solution may be 
used for future reference or used for confirmation by alternative method. The baseline is to 
send wipes to an offsite laboratory for analysis. Turnaround, not counting onsite preparation, is 
from 1 to 3 days. The project plans on demonstrating the method to determine technical 
adequacy. The method is supposedly able to determine Be presence at least down to 
0.2 pg/IOO cm2. There is the potential for cost savings over sending all of the samples to 
a laboratory, but upfront costs may be high (e.g., if a hood is required, air permits are needed, 
or documentation is required for handling hazardous waste). 

Current Disposition: The Technology Application Program has initiated procurements to 
obtain the Be Finder for demonstration. 

lnstaCoterM is a registered trademark of InstaCote, Inc. Corporation, Erie, Michigan. 
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cost 

Date Deployment Location ($K) * 
Deployment Savings 

ATTACHMENT 1. DEPLOYMENT LISTING FOR FISCAL YEAR 2005 
AND PREVIOUS YEARS (2 PAGES) 

Automatic Locking Scaffolding 
Fog Cannon 

X-Ray Fluorescence Analyzer 
Beryllium Fixative 

Rust Doctor 
Mini-Pro Foaaer 

6/30/2005 107-N Facility 0 
4/30/2005 31 3 Building 0 
3/30/2005 31 3 Building 1,600 
10/30/2004 300 and1 00 B/C Areas 0 
12/30/2003 1304-N 1,251 
1 /30/2004 1304-N 0 

Controlled Explosives Demolition 
Dust Bond@ 

6/30/2004 H Reactor 768 
8/31/2003 1 OOH Area 51 

Pre-Prime 167@ 
Dust Bond@ 
Core Temperature Pill 
EDRF Truck Survey Tool 

Ultra Lift@ Motorized Handcart 
Mobile Access Control Software 
360-Degree Photography System 
Radio Frequency Camera System 

ISO-CAR? Mobile Non-Destructive Analysis System 

Enhanced Site Characterization System 
Eagle 5000 Ionizer 
ISOCS for Drum Characterization 
Silicone Rubber Insulated Heaters 
Geophysical Logging System Gamma Logging Probe 
Passive Neutron Loaaina Probe 

8/31/2003 105H FSB 0 
6/30/2003 1 OON Area 0 
6/30/2003 105H FSB 1,440 
2/28/2003 1 OOB/C Area 171 
2/28/2003 190DR 0 
1/31/2003 105N 61 
12/31/2002 100 K Area 64 
1 2/31 /2002 C Reactor 620 
10/31/2002 105H FSB 14 
10/31/2002 61 8-5 Burial Ground 0 
6/30/2002 233-S 0 
5/31/2002 61 8-4 Burial Ground 6 
3/30/2002 200 Area Hexone Tanks 13 
2/28/2002 21 6-Z-11 1,356 
2/28/2002 21 6-Z-11 2.386 

Protean Gas Flow Proportional Counter 

Conesipper Deployed on Cone Penetrometer 
Passive Aerosol Generator 

Alpha-Environmental Continuous Air Monitor 
Universal Radiation Spectrum Analyzer 
Electronic Dosimeter and Remote Monitoring System 
Electronic Dosimeter and Remote Monitoring System 
Subsurface C02 Sampling System 
Water Flux Meter 
Compact Remote Console 

Electronic Dosimeter and Remote Monitoring System 

Colloidal Boroscope 

Remote Retrieval System (Brokk Excavator) 

ICP/MS for Uranium Isotopes in Groundwater 

Helium Soil Gas Analysis for Determination of Tritium Plumes 
Surveillance and Measurement System 
Laser Assisted Ranging and Data System (LARADS) 
In Situ Object Counting System (ISOCS) 
GammaCam Gamma-Ray Imaging System 
Guzzler Vacuum Truck Excavation for Uranium Characterization 

Fiscal Year 2006 Washington Closure Hanford Science and Technology Plan 
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10/30/2001 233-S, 221 -U (CDI) 777 
9/30/2001 D Reactor 96 
9/30/2001 200-UP-1 119 
9/30/2001 1 16-N-1 0 
7/30/2001 105F FSB 376 
7/30/2001 233-S 0 
7/30/2001 21 6-B-38 0 
7/30/2001 200-UP-1 365 
7/30/2001 300 Area 255 
6/30/2001 105F FSB, 105H FSB 0 
6/30/2001 105F FSB, 105H FSB 6,100 
5/30/2001 105F FSB 0 
5/30/2001 200 East Area 60 
5/30/2001 200 East Area 0 
5/30/2001 61 8-1 1 Burial Ground 1,500 
5/30/2001 100 F Area 4,128 
3/30/2001 105F FSB 1.2 
2/28/2001 105F FSB 3 
2/28/2001 105F FSB 3 
2/28/2001 300 Area 64 
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Technology Name 

ATTACHMENT 1. DEPLOYMENT LISTING FOR FISCAL YEAR 2005 
AND PREVIOUS YEARS (2 PAGES) 

cost 

Date Deployment Location ($K) * 
Deployment Savings 

Ultrasonic Liquid Level Detection System 
Electronic Dosimeter and Remote Monitoring System 
Polvshield SS-100 Fixative Coatina 

2/28/2001 H Reactor 57 
1/30/2001 11 6-N-3 0 

12/30/2000 1 16-N-3 74 
In Situ Object Counting System (ISOCS) 
Remote Concrete Coring System 
Drain Line Characterization Robot 
Wireline CPT System for Multiple Tool Usage 
Advanced Characterization System 
Overview Video System 
Small Diameter Geophysical Logging System 
Ultrasonic Liquid Level Detection System 
Passive Soil Vapor Extraction 
Quantrad Scout Gamma Spectroscopy System 
In Situ Redox Manipulation 
3D Visual and Gamma-Ray Imaging System 
Non-Intrusive Liquid Level Detection 
Hand-Held Spectral Gamma Detector 
Enhanced Site Characterization System 
GammaCam Gamma-Ray Imaging System 
Alpha Sentry Continuous Air Monitor 
COGEMA Gamma Imaging 
Oxy Gasoline Torch 

Tunnel) 
RESRAD-Build 
Compact Subsurface Soil Investigator 
Concrete Dust Supression System 
MicroChemical Chromium Monitor 
Concrete Spaller 
High Speed Clamshell Pipe-Cutter 
Concrete Grinder 
Concrete Shaver 
Wireless Remote Radiation Monitoring System 
Heat Stress Monitoring System 
Mobile Integrated Temporary Utility System (MITUS) 
Position Sensitive Radiation Monitoring 
Laser Assisted Ranging and Data System (LARADS) 
System for Tracking Remediation, Exposure, Activities, and Materials 
(STREAM) 
Sealed Seam Sack Suit 
Hanford Prototype Barrier 
Land lmmintina 

Remote Characterization Platform: (Railroad Tunnel and Ventilation 

I Cesium Iodide Downhole Logging I no data I 100-BC-1 I no data I 
* Benefits other than cost savings are achieved from technology deployments; for example, improved safety and technical enabling. 

9/30/2000 221 -U (CDI) 0 
9/30/2000 221 -U (CDI) 0 
8/31/2000 221 -U (CDI) 462 
7/31/2000 126-F-l , 200 Area 843 
6/30/2000 1 OOD 5,478 
1/31/2000 221-U (CDI) 15 
10/31/1999 126-F-I 14,191 
10/31/1999 221 -U (CDI) 292 
10/31/1999 200 West Area 3,731 
9/30/1999 221 -U (CDI) no data 
9/30/1999 100-HR-3 8,522 
8/30/1999 221-U (CDI), 105F FSB no data 
6/30/1999 221 -U (CDI) no data 
5/30/1999 1 OOD Area 2,000 
5/30/1999 61 8-4 Burial Ground 9,000 
5/30/1999 221 -U (CDI) no data 
3/31 /I 999 233-S no data 
9/1/1998 221 -U (CDI) no data 
8/31/1998 C, F, DR, D, H Reactors no data 

8/27/1998 (rail and vent) no data 
5/30/1998 C, F, DR Reactors no data 
3/31/1998 C, DR Reactors no data 
3/31/1998 C Reactor no data 
3/1/1998 100 Area no data 
1/30/1998 C Reactor no data 
12/31 /I 997 C Reactor no data 
12/31 /I 997 C Reactor no data 
1 1 /30/1997 C Reactor no data 
1 1/30/1997 C Reactor no data 
7/31/1997 C Reactor no data 
3/31/1997 C, F, DR Reactors no data 
3/31/1997 C, F Reactors no data 
2/28/1997 C, F, DR Reactors no data 

2/28/1997 C Reactor no data 
10/31/1996 C, F, DR Reactors no data 
10/30/1995 200 East Area no data 
1 1/30/1995 Horn RaDids Landfill no data 

221-U (CDI) 
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